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Chapterr  7 

Monett  as RDBM S back-end 

Thee purpose of this chapter is to illustrate how all functionality of MIL and its im-
plementationn in Monet can be used to build a full-fledged DBMS. Recall that in our 
DBMSS architecture of Figure 3.2, this entails the design and implementation of a front-
endend system, where Monet serves as back-end and the interface between the two is MIL . 
Ratherr than describing a completed system1, we limi t ourselves here to a sketch of 
suchh a system, yet go into sufficiently deep detail of its implementation - sometimes 
add nauseum - until we get at the level of the exact MIL code needed for providing 
eachh query processing functionality. 

7.11 Introductio n 

Whilee Monet can be used to manage object-oriented or even graph-like data mod-
elss [dVW98, WvZF+98], we chose our example case here in the relational field, as this 
iss most common and therefore provides ample reference to other systems. Specifically, 
wee discuss a front-end that provides basic SQL-2 compliant RDBMS functionality. 
Again,, while Monet has been shown to be able to store and query multi-media (au-
dio,, video), XML and GIS data types [BQK96, NK97, SKWWOO], we limi t ourselves 
heree to common business data types. Making the case even more specific, we use a 
particularr database schema and fillin g in our examples, namely the TPC-H (formerly 
knownn as TPC-D) database, as this well-defined DBMS benchmark is targeted to the 
focall  point of the Monet design: analytical query-intensive environments (OLAP, Data 
Mining). . 

Functionally,, our SQL-2 RDBMS, consisting of Monet as back-end, and the front-end 
systemm discussed here, should: 

 provide high transaction processing (TP) rates on operational tables of moderate 
sizee (such that these tables fit  in memory). 

 provide high analytical performance (OLAP, Data Mining) on voluminous his-
toricall  ("data warehousing") data tables. 

 provide a mechanism of fine-grained update propagation between the quickly 
changingg operational tables, and the larger and stabler data warehousing images. 

11 Check monetdb.cwi.nl for the ongoing efforts of our group. 
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Thee motivation to choose this example setting is twofold. First, it is a showcase 
too demonstrate not only how analytical queries are processed by a RDBMS based on 
Monet,, but it also shows how updates and transactions can be handled with MIL . 

Second,, there is strong market relevance for this particular setting: DBMS tech-
nologyy that combines high performance in both transactions and analytical queries2. 
Currentt DBMS products can often only deliver one of these capabilities at a time. 
Thiss is one of the reasons why many organizations employ separate OLTP and data 
warehousingwarehousing DBMS environments. Such organizations have built data warehousing 
systemss that are filled periodically by copy management tools that periodically ex-
tractt data from operational systems. Such operational systems are typically highly 
transaction-oriented,, sustain a heavy load of simple update and read requests, and 
containn the freshest image of the reality that the organization records in its IT infras-
tructure.. The data warehousing system on the other hand, typically deals with data 
thatt is a somewhat stale, and is optimized to sustain analytical read-mostly loads con-
sistingg of complex queries, that are generated by reporting, OLAP and Data Mining 
tools.. Data volumes in the data warehouse are often much larger than those found 
inn the operational systems, because operational systems tend to record the current 
statee of affairs, whereas data warehouses typically record historical data, very roughly 
speakingg consisting of a (time-)series of snapshots from the operational systems. 

Whilee there are many other reasons (e.g. historical, organizational) to have sepa-
ratee OLTP and data warehousing environments [Imm92, Wid95, CD97], one of them 
certainlyy is related to performance problems that RDBMS technology has with sus-
tainingg both complex query and OLTP loads at the same time. However, we envision 
thatt in the near future, organizations wil l be inclined to integrate the now separate 
operationall  and data warehousing environments again. In commercial practice, one 
cann already observe that new applications are often deployed on top of the data ware-
housee instead of the OLTP systems, because the data model in the data warehouse is 
richerr (it may unite data from various sources, and contains historical information). 
However,, as these new applications also demand (some) fresh data, organizations find 
themselvess inclined to increase the frequency of propagating updates from the OLTP 
environmentss to the data warehouse (e.g. from each month to each night, to each hour, 
etc.).. Obtaining high update frequencies might be difficult to achieve performance-
wise.. Hence the need for a DBMS that can sustain both high-performance TP and 
analyticall  query loads. 

Additionally,, one can identify emerging DBMS applications that explicitly require 
thiss combination: 

 e-commerce sites that log visitor information to a RDBMS and want to per-
sonalizee their web pages (e.g. using profiles found by data mining) to the web 
browsingg actions a visitor performs in real-time. This yields a high query and 
updatee load to the tables holding the web log. 

 telecommunications companies that want to deploy sophisticated billing policies 
inn real-time on their Call Detail Record (CDR) databases. Again, these policies 
leadd to continuous querying to the CDR tables, which are also continuously being 
updated. . 

 financial broker risk analysis, that requires highly frequent recalculation of the 

Notee our assumption that the transaction database fits in main memory. 
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riskk a financial portfolio poses against a highly active database of financial (stock) 
pricee information. Up til l now, such real-time risk analysis has only been possible 
onn simplified representations of the real data. 

Th ee TPC-H Benchmark 

Wee use the data model of the TPC-H benchmark and some of its queries as our 
runningg example throughout this chapter, as its schema and queries are well-known 
andd it fits nicely to the query-intensive DBMS area for which Monet was designed 
(decisionn support on large data warehouses). 

Thee TPC-D benchmark started out as the generally accepted yardstick for query-
intensivee loads on a synthetically generated data warehousing environment. However, 
aa "benchmark war" broke out among the commercial RDBMS vendors that initiall y 
hadd helped specify the TPC-D. The center of this dispute was the question which 
optimizationn techniques were allowed in TPC-D implementations. In particular, after 
havingg implemented materialized views in their RDBMS, Oracle was able to remove 
alll  costly joins from the TPC-D query execution, which improved their results by more 
thann a factor 1003. The outcome of the conflict that followed was that TPC-D got 
abolishedd and two new benchmarks were defined: TPC-R (reporting) and TPC-H (ad-
hocc querying). The TPC-H benchmark now represents what TPC-D used to represent: 
decisionn support environments where users don't know which queries wil l be executed 
againstt a database system; hence, it measures ad-hoc query execution performance. 
Givenn this ad-hoc-ness, no prior knowledge of the queries can be built into the physical 
designn of the DBMS. 
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Figuree 7.1: TPC-D/H/R Schema 

3Moreover,, in November 1998, Oracle went on to defy its main compet i tor Microsoft with a "Millio n 
Dollarr Chal lenge": $1 millio n to anyone who could "demonstrate that SQL Server 7.0 is not 100 t imes 
slowerr than the Oracle database when running a s tandard business query against a large database." 
Needlesss to say, Microsoft SQLServer by that t ime did not implement materialized views. 
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Figuree 7.2: TPC-H Results (Y2K) 

Figuree 7.1 shows the standard schema used in the TPC-H. This schema models an 
internationallyy operating company that buys parts from manufacturers and sells them 
too customers. Customers place orders, that consist of a number of line-items. Each 
line-itemm is a certain quantity of some part. Parts are obtained from manufacturers. 
Thee main tables in terms of size are the ORDERS and LINEITEMS, which contain 1.5 
andd 6 million rows respectively. Al l tables except NATION and REGION can be scaled 
withh a scaling factor (SF); hence with SF-100 the ORDERS and LINEITEM S table 
containn 150 and 600 million rows respectively. Currently popular scaling-factors among 
DBMSS vendors are SF=30, SF=100 and SF=300. Figure 7.2 shows some current 
results.. These are benchmarks of commonly known RDBMS products, performed on 
(mostly)) SMP machines with large memories and multiple CPUs. The "QpH" (Query-
Per-Hour)) metric is a combination of the performance on all 22 analysis queries and 2 
updatee ("data refresh") batches. 

7.1.11 Road Map 

Thee description of our hypothetical SQL-2 RDBMS front-end is not intended to be 
completee as we bypass many important issues that are relevant in RDBMS (front-end) 
design,, like query transformation and query optimization. Our description is merely 
intendedd to illustrate how MIL and Monet can be used to construct a full-fledged 
DBMS.. Hence, we concentrate on how the RDBMS front-end uses Monet and MIL to 
fulfil ll  its primary tasks. This involves various aspects of DBMS functionality, discussed 
inn the following sections: 

physicall  data storage In Section 7.2, we discuss how a relational schema can be 
storedd in Monet. In this discussion, we use the schema from the TPC-H bench-
markk to illustrate how this works in detail, also covering the use of auxiliary 
indexingg structures. 

queryy execut ion Section 7.3 describes how SELECT-FROM-WHERE queries are 
executedd in Monet, by showing how all major SQL language constructs can be 
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mappedd into the MIL language. We also discuss more complex cases like e.g. 
multi-columnn joins. A detailed run of Query-9 from the TPC-H benchmark is 
usedd to illustrate how MIL achieves efficient execution of OLAP queries. 

t ransac t ionn m a n a g e m e nt We show in Section 7.4 how Monet can provide a mecha-
nismm for handling update queries. Here we demonstrate that while the individual 
MILL primitives do not have ACID properties, they provide the sufficient func-
tionalityy to build a fully ACID and high performance SQL update service. 

7.22 Physical Storage of Relational Tables 

Inn this section we illustrate how relational table data gets stored in Monet. Figure 7.3 
listss an object-oriented data dictionary, where a database consists of a number of tables, 
thatt each have a number of columns. Inverted lists may be attached to columns, and 
joinn indices may be defined between tables. 

Thiss object-oriented structure reflects the internal data structures of the front-end; 
andd might be mapped on BATs so as to store this meta-information in Monet itself. 

Inn the following, we wil l describe the various kinds of BATs referenced by this data 
dictionaryy (i.e. the C-, S-, I-, D- and M-BATs) which are used for all mass-storage, 
andd discuss their role in query processing and the physical resources they claim. 

Ass a concrete example, we study how the TPC-H schema is stored in Monet, search 
acceleratorr structures inclusive. 

7.2.11 Basic Table Storage in BATs 

Relationall  tables can be stored in Monet using the basic technique described Sec-
tionn 4.3.2, which simply decomposes each table by column and puts each column of 
typee X in a BAT [void, X]. 

Relevantt for Monet is implementation rule number 1.5.6 of TPC-H, which states 
thatt vertical fragmentation as a physical design strategy is explicitly forbidden. This 
rulee prevents DBMS vendors from placing table columns that are not accessed by the 
benchmarkk queries in a separate fragment; which effectively would make the tables 
smallerr (one could call this opportunistic vertical fragmentation). We argue, though, 
thatt full vertical fragmentation as employed in Monet, where each column is stored in 
aa separate BAT, should be an exception to this rule, since full vertical fragmentation is 
nott an opportunistic strategy. Queries benefit from full vertical fragmentation because 
onlyy data that is actually needed is accessed; but also pay a price in terms of extra query 
effortt introduced by fragmentation (data that is needed by the query is also fragmented 
andd needs to be joined together). Key issue is that the vertical fragmentation is not 
appliedd to match the specific access pattern of the benchmark queries, but uniformly 
acrosss the whole schema. As such, full vertical fragmentation is a physical design 
strategyy that uses no pre-knowledge about the query load, and therefore - in our view 
-- does not violate the faith of the TPC-H benchmark. 

Thee purpose of Figure 7.4 is to provide insight into the storage requirements imposed 
byy the decomposition into BATs. For each column of the TPC-H tables, it shows its 
columnn name, type as specified by the TPC-H benchmark rules, the corresponding 
Monett type, the storage requirements in both the "C-BAT" and "S-BAT" representa-
tions,, and a detailed description of what values are stored in the columns (taken from 
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clas ss  Tabl e { 
relatio nn Set<Column > column s invers e Column::table ; 
relatio nn Set<JoinIndex > dst.indice s invers e Joinlndex::dst ; 
relatio nn Set<JoinIndex > src_indice s invers e Joinlndex::src ; 
relatio nn Set<UniqueKey > uniqueKey s invers e UniqueKey::table ; 
relatio nn Set<ForeignKey > foreignKey s invers e ForeignKey::table ; 
strin gg name ; 
BATT h_bat ;  / /  holes ;  oid s tha t  ar e unuse d 

clas ss  Colum n { 
relatio nn Tabl e tabl e invers e Table::columns ; 
relatio nn InvertedLis t  inde x invers e InvertedList::idx_column ; 
strin gg name ; 
intege rr  type ; 
BATT c_bat ;  / /  mai n storag e BA T [void,type ] 

} } 

clas ss  UniqueKe y { 
relatio nn Tabl e tabl e invers e Table::uniqueKeys ; 
relatio nn Set<ForeignKeys > rei' s  invers e ForeignKey:source ; 
relatio nn Set<Column > columns ; 

} } 

clas ss  ForeignKe y { 
relatio nn Tabl e tabl e invers e Table::foreignKeys ; 
relatio nn UniqueKe y sourc e invers e UniqueKey::refs ; 
relatio nn Set<Column > columns ; 

} } 

clas ss  InvertedLis t  { 
relatio nn Colum n colum n invers e Column::index ; 
BATT s_bat ;  / /  inverte d lis t 
BATT m_bat ;  / /  smal l  main-memor y summar y 
BATT i_bat ;  / /  delta s sinc e las t  syn c (inserts ) 
BATT d_bat ;  / /  delta s sinc e las t  syn c (deletes ) 

} } 

clas ss  Joinlnde x { 
relatio nn Tabl e sr c invers e Table::src_indices ; 
relatio nn Tabl e ds t  invers e Table::dst_indices ; 
relatio nn Colum n column ;  / /  refer s t o 'artificial '  oid-colum n 

Expressio nn joinExp ;  / /  ca n b e an y boolea n expressio n 

} } 

virtua ll  clas s Expressio n {  intege r  type ;  } 
clas ss  ConstExpressio n :  Expressio n {  strin g atom ;  } 
clas ss  ColumnExpressio n :  Expressio n {  relatio n Colum n column ;  } 
clas ss  OperatorExpressio n :  Expressio n {  strin g operator ; 

List<Expression >> parameters ;  } 

Figuree 7.3: Data Dictionary Structure in the SQL Frontend 
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Figuree 7.4: Details of TPC-H storage in BATs 
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thee TPC-H definition). For now, we focus on the representation in C-BATs, which 
simplyy stands for "Column BATs". Storage in S-BATs is discussed in Section 7.2.3 and 
later.. For each TPC-H column described in Figure 7.4 we get a C-BAT named here for 
conveniencee "C_<TABLE>_<COLUMN>'\ e.g. for the first column we get a BAT [void, oid] 
namedd C_SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY. 

Eachh column has a C-BAT (see Figure 7.3), thus we get 61 C-BATs for the 61 columns 
off  the 8 tables in the TPC-H schema. Al l C-BATs have a void head type, indicating 
aa sequence of densely ascending oid-s that start at zero (0,1,2,3,...). As explained in 
Sectionn 5.2 this has two advantages: void-s do not take up any space at all, and lookup 
intoo void columns is positional and therefore highly efficient. 

Thee choice of what tail type to use in each C-BAT is mainly dictated by the re-
quirementss the TPC-H rules imposes on column types. An "identifier" must be able 
too contain values between minus 2 billion and plus 2 billion, hence require at least a 
32-bitt integer, type (the int type in Monet). Similarly detailed requirements hold for 
thee "decimal" and "date" types, hence those must be represented in Monet as dbl and 
datee (the latter is a user-defined type from the Monet extension module "time", which 
usess 32-bits integers to store dates as the (possibly negative) number of days since 
Januaryy 1 of the year l 4. This date type is implemented as an int (see Section 5.2.1, 
"Implementationn Types"), hence MIL-selects and joins on dates are executed by the 
fastt int-optimized implementation routines. 

Calculatingg the byte width per tuple in Monet is simple: a chr or b i t value takes one 
byte,, whereas int and date values take four, and a dbl takes 8. Text values of type 
s trr are variable size, hence are stored in Monet in a separate heap for variable-sized 
dataa items. The storage per value is one 4-byte integer byte offset in the BAT plus the 
spacee taken up in this extra heap. In this heap, string values are stored as standard 
UTF-88 strings (byte sequences, terminated by a zero byte). Storage in the heap is 
alignedd to 4-byte addresses, hence one should round up the size of the string (zero-
terminatorr inclusive) to the nearest larger-or-equal multiple of four. To complicate 
thiss calculation some more, the string type in Monet eliminates double occurrences in 
aa BAT dynamically up to a certain threshold number of different values. That is, on 
aa string column that contains only the strings "male" and "female", the byte-offsets 
forr all values point in the variable-size heap to the same two values. Hence, on large 
columnss with less than a couple of thousand different values, storage requirements per 
tuplee are just the 4-byte integer offset (as the limited heap-size is amortized among all 
tuples). . 

Manyy columns in the TPC-H tables actually store a sub-range of the domain provided 
byy the required column type. For example LINEITEM.TA X only contains one of the 
ninee values {  0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}  while the implementation rules 
requiree to store this column in an 8-byte wide dbl. For such columns, we use the 
"Enumerationn Type" functionality of Monet, described in Section 5.2.1. From the 
outside,, the enuml[dbl] tail column in the CJJJJEITEM TAX BAT behaves as a normal 
dbll  column. Internally, it is stored in a enuml [X] , which takes just 1 byte per tuple, 
andd also enables a number of processing optimizations (like "Enumeration Views", 
describedd in Section 5.3.2). In the entire TPC-H schema, we use 13 enuml [X] BATs, 
andd four enum2 [X] BATs, which, for example, reduce the total storage requirements for 
thee ORDERS and LINEITEMS tables, from 112 to 94 bytes and from 94 to 67 bytes, 
respectively.. These byte-per-tuple storage requirements for each C-BAT are listed in 

44 Give or take a couple of months stashed away by various popes in the middle ages. 
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thee fourth column of Figure 7.4. In the titl e row per table (the bottom row) of this 
samee fourth column, the total required storage for the table in C-BAT representation 
iss listed. These are obtained by adding the bytes-per-tuple storage requirements for 
alll  C-BATs of the table, multiplying by the number of rows in the table (which is 
parametrizedd by the TPC-H scaling factor SF), and dividing by 220 to get the total 
storagee required for the table in MB. For example, the SUPPLIERS table takes SF* 1.5MB 
(e.g.,, with SF=1 it takes 1.5MB, with SF=100 it takes 150MB, etc.). 

Addingg all per-table storage requirements, we see that the C-BAT representation of 
thee TPC-H database in Monet takes SF*0.67GB. This is considerably less than the 
projectedd dataset size of the TPC-H benchmark, which is SF*1.0 GB, and certainly 
lesss than the storage sizes reported on RDBMS implementations of the TPC-H, which 
varyy between SF*6.9 GB and SF*19.1 GB (see Figure 7.2). This significant difference 
iss mainly caused by the fact that as a BAT [void, X] stores just values of one type, 
storagee overheads are reduced to a minimum. Relational tuples have to take into 
accountt alignments (which forces byte-padding) and typically reserve some space in 
orderr to accommodate updates (in case of VARCHAR values, for example). In Monet, 
thee string storage itself is decomposed into the variable-size atom heap, which does 
nott need to contain any slack-space, and in addition, can perform double-elimination. 

I tt should be said, that the relational storage "bloat" factors of 7-19 observed in 
thee last column of Figure 7.2 also (and especially) includes storage space taken up 
byy indexing structures. Later on, we therefore pay some attention to what index 
structuress might be useful in Monet for the TPC-H database and what additional 
storagee this may take. 

7.2.22 Updates in Void Columns 

Thee choice of using the void-type in the head of the C-BATs draws complications 
whenn updates are done. Monet allows void-columns to be appended upon only, as the 
void-nesss of the column implies that it always contains a densely ascending range of 
oid-ss (0,1,2,3,.. .etc.). This is not a problem when inserting a new tuple, e.g: 

inser tt  int o SUPPLIE R (SUPPKEY,  NAME,  ADDRESS,  NATIONKEY) 
value ss  (666 ,  'Microsoft' ,  'On e Microsof t  Way,  Redmond (WA)' ,  17 ,  '01-425-8828080' ) 

wouldd become in MIL : 

C.SUPPLIER.SUPPKEY.insert(37 ,,  666) ; 
C.SUPPLIER.NAME.insert(37 ,,  "Microsoft") ; 
C_SUPPLIER_ADDRESS.insert(37 ,,  "On e Microsof t  Way,  Redmond (WA)") ; 
C_SUPPLIER_NATI0NKEY.insert(37 ,,  17) ; 
C.SUPPLIER.PHONE.insert(37 ,,  str(nil)) ; 
C_SUPPLIER_ACCTBAL.insert(37 ,,  dbl(nil)) ; 
C_SUPPLIER_C0MMENT.insert(37 ,,  str(nil)) ; 

Thee above supposes that all C ^ u p p ^ ^*  BATs have densely ascending oid values in 
thee head columns that end at 36, hence inserting a BUN with value 37 is allowed, and 
wil ll  keep the head column of these BATs void. Notice that we keep all BATs of equal 
lengthh by inserting ni l-s if values are missing. 

Becausee oid-s stored in head columns are system-generated, and system-managed, 
thee RDBMS user wil l never see them. Therefore, an SQL update wil l never change 
thesee oid-s, updates just change the values stored in the tail columns: 

updat ee SUPPLIE R se t  PHONE «  '01-425-8828080 '  wher e NAME -  'Microsoft' ; 
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Becomess in MIL : 

C^SUPPLIER.PHONE.replace ( ( 
C_SUPPLIER_NAME.select("Microsoft").project("01-425-8828080")) ; ; 

Thee replace uses the BAT[oid,str] that resulted from putting the telephone number 
stringg in the tail of all BUNs returned by the the select ("Microsoft"). Because the 
C_SUPPLIER_PHONEE has a void head column, the replace can use positional lookup for 
findingg [37,ni l ] , and changing it into [37,"01-425-8828080"]. 

Inn the select, we look up the head column oid value for the Microsoft tuple in the 
NAM EE column-BAT. Depending on the presence of a hash-table accelerator structure, 
thee MIL implementation of select wil l use hash-lookup or sequential scan (see Sec-
tionn 5.3.4).5 Since the CSUPPLIERJJAME is a BAT [void, s t r ], the relation is sorted on 
headd column, not on tail column, hence the binary search implementation of select 
cannott be used. In the discussion of inverted lists (later on) we wil l discuss how binary 
searchh can be used anyway to accelerate such lookup on huge non-memory resident 
BATs. . 

Lett us now discuss tuple deletes. How can we maintain a densely ascending oid 
sequencee when a tuple from the middle is deleted? The answer is that we cannot, 
andd we must leave a hole (a dummy element) in all C_SUPPLIER_* BATs. In order to 
keepp track of these holes, we maintain for each relational table an additional "holes" 
BAT[oid,void]]  named H.<TABLE> (see also Figure 7.3. This H-BAT stores a list of head 
oid-ss that have been deleted and whose positions are effectively free in the C-SUPPLIER.* 
BATs. . 

Concerningg what to do with the tail values of these "hole" BUNs, two possibilities 
arise: : 

 leave them as is. This approach minimizes BUN delete cost. During query 
processing,, we wil l have to filter out hole-tuples that have been included in a 
selectionn or join predicate explicitly. 

 replace all tail values with n i l . As we wil l see later, this can later benefit query 
processingg performance, as ni l-s are automatically excluded from (equi-) joins 
andd most selection predicates. 

Bothh strategies can also be mixed; i.e. those columns that are most often used in 
selectionn and join conditions could be nullified, and the others not: 

delet ee fro m SUPPLIE R wher e NAME »  'Microsoft ' 

wouldd become: 

{{  va r  de l  : = C_SUPPLIER_NAME.select("Microsoft").mark(nil) ; 
H.SUPPLIER.insert(del) ; ; 
C_SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY.replace(del) ; ; 
C_SUPPLIER_NATIOHKEY.replace(del) ; ; 
C_SUPPLIER_NAME.replace(del.project(str(nil)) ; ; 
C_SUPPLIER_ACCTBAL.replace(del.project(dbl(nil))) ;;  } 

Thee first statement in this sequence looks up the oid-s of any Microsoft tuples, and 
putss them in the head column of a BAT with nil-oid-s in the tail. The second statement 

5Onn "small" BATs, that can easily be held in memory, Monet automatically creates a hash-table 
acceleratorr on such lookup requests. 
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registerss these oid-s in the hole list for the supplier table. The rest of the statements 
enforcee the nullify policy on the SUPPKEY, NAME, NATIONKEY and ACCTBAL 
columns.. Consequently, in this example the PHONE, ADDRESS and COMMENT 
followw the leave-as-is deletion policy. 

Whilee this scheme allows us to implement relational updates efficiently, and to take 
fulll  advantage of mass column storage in BATs with void head columns (that take 
minimall  space and offer the possibility of positional lookup of oid values), its downside 
iss that it complicates query execution. Queries get more complicated, because each 
timee a base relation is accessed, holes need to be filtered out explicitly. This filtering, 
however,, can be integrated into normal query processing by including the hole-filter-
conditionn as an implicit selection on each table involved. The general scheme is what 
correspondss to the leave-as-is deletion policy and is demonstrated as follows: 

selec tt  NAME fro m SUPPLIE R wher e PHONE -  '01-425-8828080 ' 

shouldd - if holes would not be an issue - be translated into MIL : 

select(C_SUPPLIER_PHONE,, "01-425-8828080") .mirror.join(C_SUPPLIER_NAME).print ; 

However,, due to the leave-as-is policy in C _SUPPLIER_PH0NE, the Microsoft tuple would 
noww still be found. Holes need to be filtered out, as follows: 

select(C_SUPPLIER_PHONE ,,  "01-425-8828080") . 
markk  (nil).diff(H_SUPPLIER).mirror.join(C_SUPPLIER_NAME).print ; 

Thee cost for this filtering is not large: the mark has a view implementation and is free 
inn MIL (see Section 5.3.4), and the size of the H_SUPPLIER is small, hence the diff uses 
ann efficient hash-based implementation (making sequential pass over the left operand, 
andd performing hash-lookup into its right operand). 

Thiss filtering can often be omitted when columns are accessed on which the nil-
replacementt deletion policy is used: 

selec tt  PHONE fro m SUPPLIE R wher e NAME =  'Microsoft ' 

becomess in MIL : 

select(C_SUPPLIER_NAME,, "Microsoft" ) .mirror.join(C_SUPPLIER_PHONE).print ; 

ass the value "Microsoft" had already been replaced by nil during the tuple delete, 
thee MIL select will not find the Microsoft tuple anyway, hence it need not be fil-
teredd out later. This optimization works for almost all selection predicates (except 
isnil(any)) :bit) and also for joins. 

7.2.33 Column Indexing with Inverted Lists 
Storagee in separate vertical fragments are called in literature "transposed files" [Bat79] 
orr "projection indices" [0'N87], hence one could already consider the BAT storage 
schemee described above as an "indexing" scheme. 

Still,, the basic storage in C-BAT[void,X]-s normally stores the tail column unordered, 
thuss if columns are accessed for a SELECT or JOIN query, the MIL select operator 
hass to use a sequential-scan implementation (see Section 5.3.4). For queries that select 
onlyy a small percentage of the tuples, this is not an optimal solution. One possible 
improvementt would be to create (and maintain) a hash table on each column. The 
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built-inn hash table structure of Monet implements efficient direct hashing and reduces 
thee complexity of the selection operator to O(sN), where s is the selectivity and iV 
thee cardinality. This solution is optimal for in-memory situations. The hash-selection 
algorithm,, however, exhibits a random access pattern to the BAT and the hash table 
structure.. If the relational table is so large that all C-BATs together do not fit  into 
mainn memory, the usual thing to do in Monet is to memory map the disk images of 
thee C-BATs into virtual memory. In such a situation, the hash selection algorithm 
wouldd causes a significant amount of page faults due to its random access property. 
Performancee can then be improved by ordering the column BATs on tail, so the select 
couldd use a binary-search algorithm to get to the first matching tuple, and retrieve 
thee other matching tuples in sequential order. Also, the binary search approach on a 
sortedd BAT can also accelerate range-selection, which is impossible with a hash table. 

Phys icall  S torage of Inver ted Lists 

Orderingg each column on the tail column would mean that the oid sequence in the head 
columnss would be different for all BATs. As a consequence, the head columns would 
noo longer be stored in void columns, but as oid-s. This both has the disadvantage 
thatt storage in BAT [oid, X] takes generally twice the space as storage in BAT [void, T], 
andd secondly it would become much more expensive to look up values by oid. Lookup 
inn an oid column uses a scan, binary-search, or hash-lookup, which - although each 
iss implemented efficiently in Monet is never as quick as positional lookup in a void-
column.. Therefore, table storage where each column becomes a BAT [oid,T] ordered on 
taill  is not a good idea. 

Thee idea of ordering on tail becomes only attractive if it is used in addition to the 
normall  decomposition in BAT[void,T]. Hence, we can maintain BAT[oid,T] copies of 
thesee BATs that are ordered on tail, which effectively provides us with inverted list 
searchh accelerators. 

U p d a t i ngg Inver ted Lists 

Thiss simple approach to inverted lists is bound to cause performance problems if the 
DBMSS does not just sustain a read-only query load, but also has to handle updates. 
Iff  some tuple is updated, deleted or inserted, costly table rearrangement of the tail-
sortedd BAT [oid,T] would be necessary to keep this BAT ordered on tail. Recall that 
BATss are dense arrays of values (without holes or slack space), so deleting some BUN 
inn the middle would require moving all subsequent BUNs one position back, to fill 
upp the hole. The average cost of moving half of all tuples on every update is fat too 
expensive.. The default implementation of the MIL delete operator actually does not 
doo this, it rather keeps the BAT dense by moving an extreme (either first or last) tuple 
intoo the deleted position, sacrificing any sorted properties the BAT holds (the exact 
BATT update algorithms are discussed in more detail in Section 7.4). 

Inn order to be able to accelerate read-only queries with sorted BATs and being able 
too sustain updates at low cost, we use three BATs, called the S-, I- and D-BAT, to 
storee an inverted list index on a column of a relational table: 

S-BAT[oid,T]]  ordered on tail, named S_< T A B L E >_< C 0 L U M N >. I t h o l d s t h e c o i u m n v a l u es 

forr all tuples of the table at the last sync-point in sorted order. The tuples appear 
inn such an oid order that the tail values form an ordered sequence. The "S" prefix 
standss for "sorted", as the S-BAT is a (stale) sorted copy of the C-BAT. 
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I-BAT[oid,T]] named l.<TABLE>_<CGLUMN>. It holds the freshest column value for all 
tupless that have been inserted since the last sync-point. The "I" prefix stands 
forr "inserted". 

D-BAT[oid,T]] named D_<TABLE>.<COLUMN>. It holds the old values for all tuples 
presentt at the last sync-point that were subsequently deleted. The "D" pre
fixx stands for "deleted". 

Thiss can also be seen in Figure 7.3 (the M-BATs mentioned there will be discussed, 
laterr in this section). 

Notee that updates in the C-BAT are represented as a sequence of a delete and an 
insert,, therefore causing an insert in both the D-BAT and the I-BAT. 

Thee update mechanism is illustrated in Figure 7.5. Let us assume that we create an 
invertedd list index on the TOTALPRICE column of the ORDERS table. Hence there 
willl be three additional BAT[oid,dbl]-s: 

•• one called S_ORDERS_TOTALPRICE that stores all [oid,name] combinations ordered 
onn price (notice the arrowhead drawn at the tail column in Figure 7.5), 

•• a I_0RDERS_T0TALPRICE holding all new value combinations for tuples that were 
insertedd or ORDERS prices that have been changed. 

•• a D_ORDERS_TOTALPRICE holding all old value combinations for tuples that were 
deletedd or ORDERS prices that have been changed. 

Eachh time a table column is updated that has an inverted list, the inverted list has 
too be maintained as well: 

inser tt for each new tuple with oid o that are inserted with column value v, the BUN 
[o,v]] is inserted in the I-BAT. 

de le tee the oid and the old value of the tuple is inserted into the D-BAT. 

u p d a t ee is handled as a delete of thee old value, followed by an insert of the new value. 

Thee I- and D-BATs grow under tuple updates and inserts. In order to limit the 
overheadd of the I-BAT and in order to effectively optimize query execution, the I-
andd D-BATs for all columns that have an inverted list index should fit in memory 
comfortablyy and should not become significant in size with respect to their S-BATs. 
Therefore,, periodically (or, dynamically, when the size of the I-BAT exceeds a thresh
old,, e.g. a 2% of the size of the S-BAT) we carry out a sync-point where all updates 
aree carried through in the S-BAT. 

Notee that updates could be optimized by checking whether the current value com
binationn [otv0[rf] is part of the I-BAT (recently inserted), in which case it can be 
overwrittenn directly into [o,v„e„,]. This scheme would, however, involve a lookup into 
thee I-BAT whenever an update occurs. If real-time update performance should be op
timized,, one could choose not to do this optimization, and process all double updates 
att the sync-point in bulk: 

XX : » intersect(D_SUPPLIER_PHQNE ,  I.SUPPLIER.PHDNE) ; 
D_SUPPLIER_PHONE.delete(X) ; ; 
I_SUPPLIER_PHONE.delete(X) ; ; 
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Att the sync-point, the I- and D-BATs are emptied, and a new S-BAT is created by 
sortingg the C-BAT. 

S_SUPPLIER_PHONEE : = C_SUPPLIER_PHONE.order ; 
D_SUPPLIER_PHOHE.delete() ; ; 
I.SUPPLIER.PHONE.delete() ; ; 

Accelerat ingg Selections wi t h Inverted List s 

Thee whole purpose of maintaining an inverted list index on a relational table column 
iss to accelerate query performance. The great asset of the inverted list is the S-BAT, 
whichh (ignoring updates) contains all column data in sorted order in a BAT[oid,any] 
orderedd on tail, hence selection, join and group-by predicates can be executed by 
implementationss that exploit this ordering. Coming back to a previous example, we 
hadd a selection on phone number: 

selec tt  NAME fro m SUPPLIE R wher e PHONE -  '01-425-8828080 ' 

Thiss query might hurt if the SUPPLIER table were huge and no hash-accelerator were 
presentt on the tail of C_suppLIER_PHONE, as the only applicable MIL implementation of 
thee below select would be a sequential scan (see Section 5.3.4): 

[printf]] ('"/.s\n", 
select(C.SUPPLIER.PHONE,, "01-425-8828080"). 

mirror.join(C_SUPPLIER_NAME)); ; 

Whilee a sequential scan on a single BAT is much more efficient than a sequential 
scann on a relational table (as only the data pertaining to one column needs to be 
scanned),, performance can be improved using an inverted list on the PHONE column 
off SUPPLIER. We modify the select as follows: 

vll : - select(S_SUPPLIER_PH0NE, "01-425-8828080"); 
[printf]] C7,s\n", vl .mirror . join(C^SUPPLIER_NAME)); 

Thiss select accesses a BAT that is sorted in tail, hence can use binary search lookup. 
Thiss MIL is however not complete: if the I- and D-BATs are non-empty, the S _SUPPLIER_PH0NE 
BATT is somewhat stale. Inserted and deleted tuples are taken into account as follows: 

vll  : = select(S_SUPPLIER_PH0NE ,  "01-425-8828080").access(BAT.WRITE) ; 
vl.insert(select(I_SUPPLIER.PHONE ,,  "01-425-8828080")) ; 
vl.delete(D_SUPPLIER_PH0NE)) ; ; 

[printf ]]  ("Xs\n" ,  vl.mirror .  join(C_SUPPLIER_NAME)) ; 

Wee use the delete and insert instead of dif f and sort as we require bag-semantics.6 

Ass we assume that the D- and I-BATs are very small (and probably memory resident), 
thee cost of the delete, insert and second select are all negligible. 

Accelerat ingg Joins wi t h Inverted List s 

Invertedd list indices can also be used to accelerate joins on boolean predicates like "=", 
"<" ,, ">" . Such join operators all have efficient implementations if both join columns 
aree ordered. As the inverted list index provides just that in the S-BAT, it is apt for 
acceleratingg a join that, when executed on the standard column BAT, would have to 
bee executed with a nested-loop implementation or would require explicit sorting first: 

66 It might be more elegant to introduce specific read-only MIL bag difference and union operators 
inn the future. 
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join(C_PARTSUPP_SUPPKEY,,  C_SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY); 

Iff we have an inverted list for both SUPPKEY columns, the above MIL can be accel
eratedd to: 

joinCS.PARTSUPP^SUPPKEY,,  S_SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY); 

However,, the above use of the S-BATs is only legal if both inverted lists are clean: 
theirr I- and D-BATs must be empty. One way to ensure this would be to force a 
sync-pointt on both inverted lists just before the join on the S-BATs. The heavy cost 
off executing the join on the C-BATs might justify this. 

M-BAT ss for  Inverted List Caching 

Inn the above, we redirect MIL select calls from the C-BATs to the S-BATs because 
thee implementation of the select uses binary search on BATs that have a sorted tail 
columnn (as described in Section 5.3.4, the default implementation uses a sequential 
scan),, and returns a "slice-view" on the S-BAT instead of materializing a new result 
BAT. . 

Whilee binary search is obviously more efficient than sequential scan, it still will 
generatee roughly log2(N) virtual memory page faults or random disk I/Os to find 
thee desired rows (where N is the number of rows in the table). Common B-Tree 
implementationss minimize the number of random-I/O by using very wide nodes, e.g., 
suchh that one node exactly occupies exactly one disk block. Such a tree might have 
aa fanout in the hundreds. If we assume a fanout of 128 (e.g., with a node size of 
8*128=10244 bytes), B-Tree search in a two million row table takes logi2s(N)=3 random 
I/Oss (or page faults) to find the desired row. Simple binary search, on the other hand, 
takess log2 (2000000) = 21 I/Os. Additionally, the top nodes of a B-tree are often kept 
inn memory. In this example, the two top levels of the B-tree consist of 129 nodes, and 
129KBB can easily be cached in memory. This reduces the cost of B-Tree search to only 
onee I /O. 

Annoo 2001, an overhead of twenty random I/Os can represent as much as 200 million 
idlee CPU cycles. Therefore, we want to optimize random I/O cost to S-BATs in Monet, 
byy applying the same technique of caching the "top of the tree" to the inverted list 
structures.. This is done by having a fourth BAT, the so-called "memory" M-BAT, 
inn addition to the already mentioned S-, I- and D-BATs for representing an inverted 
list.. The tail column of the M-BAT [int ,T] is constructed by taking a value from the S-
BAT[oid,T]] at regular intervals. Therefore, the M-BAT also has a sorted tail column. 
Itss head column contains the row numbers where the values where taken from the 
S-BAT.. This M-BAT is used to restrict the search-space within the S-BAT during 
selections,, with the below scripted MIL procedure: 

S_SUPPLIER_PH0NE.select("01-425-8828080"); ; 

= > > 

S_SUPPLI£R_PHONE.slice(M_SUPPLIER_PHONE.select(str(nil) ,,  "01-425-8828080").max , 
M_SUPPLIER_PH0NE.select("01-425-8828080" ,,  str(nil)).min ) 

-select("01-425-8828080") ; ; 

Thiss piece of MI L  code uses the s l ice MIL operator to take a positional subset of a 
BAT.. As this operator is implemented as a slice view (see Section 5.3.2) this is free and 
subsequentt access to the result of the s l ice will cause access to the underlying S-BAT 
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thatt is restricted to a (small) subset. If we load(VM_SEq) S-BAT in virtual memory, 
thiss in turn means that the I /O (page faults) will only occur for this subset. 

Thesee vanilla MIL primitives obtain the same performance behavior as a classical 
B-Treee with cached top levels: suppose we had constructed the M-BAT by taking a 
l-in-1288 sample of the S-BAT with 2 million tuples, then the M-BAT holds 16384 
tupless (occupying 128KB of memory), and the selected subset will be about 64 tuples 
inn size (occupying 64*8=512 bytes), hence the select into the restricted S-BAT just 
causess one virtual memory page-fault. 

7.2.44 Join Index BATs 

Thee join index [Val87] is a binary table storing "surrogate" pairs that represent a pre-
computedd join result. In this context, surrogates might well be represented as oid-s. 
AA join index between tables L and R accelerates queries that require a join between L 
andd R, by redirecting the join phase from normal join methods that use the full tables 
LL and R to the much smaller join index representation. Join indices may be used in 
twoo directions: from L to R and from R to L. To this purpose, Valduriez advocated 
thee use of duplicated storage of the join index in two B + trees: one tree giving fast 
accesss on L-oid to matching oid-s from R, and another tree giving fast access in the 
otherr direction (from R-oid-s to L-oid-s). 

Inn this example of using Monet for relational query processing, we simply consider 
aa join index as an "artificial" data column, that directly refers to oid-s of the re
motee table. For example, take the foreign key relationship from PARTSUPP. SUPPKEY 
too the SUPPLIER.SUPPKEY column. Suppose we had an extra column called =[SUPPKEY$ 
SUPPUER_SUPPKEY]] 7 in the PARTSUPP table that instead of carrying SUPPKEY values carries 
directlyy Monet oid-s of the matching tuples in the SUPPLIER table. Such a join-index-
columnn saves one join step during query processing when we go from PARTSUPP tuples 
too SUPPLIER tuples.8 

Inn the above example, we would get an additional C-BAT called 
C_PARTSUPP_=[SUPPKEY$SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY].. The additional column could also have been 
createdd in the SUPPLIER table as C_SUPPLIER_= [SUPPKEY$PARTSUPP.SUPPKEY], but the for
merr is more efficient in Monet as the SUPPLIER-PARTSUPP join is N-l , hence we can store 
thee join index column in a BAT [void, oid] as a PARTSUPP C-BAT. 

Inn order to support efficient updates and join acceleration in both directions, Val
duriezz proposed storage in two B+-trees. In the case of our Monet join index represen
tation,, access with PARTSUPP oid-s to the C_PARTSUPP_=[SUPPKEY$SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY] is 
alreadyy fast, because positional lookup can be used into the BAT [void, oid]. If this C-
BATT is small and always fits in memory, access in the other direction can be made 0(1) 
byy using a hash table accelerator on the tail column. If this is not the case (the BAT 
willl not be in memory always), then we can create an inverted list index on the "artifi
cial"" = [SUPPKEY$SUPPLIER5UPPKEY] column of PARTSUPP, using the exact mechanism as 
describedd in the previous section. As explained in Section 7.2.3, this leads to three addi
tionall BATs (the S-, I-, and D-BATs) named S_PARTSUPP_=[SUPPKEY$SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY], 

77 Just for the sake of presentation, we name join-index columns with their "mangled" boolean 
MIL-expressionn in function notation, where parentheses are substituted by brackets and commas by 
$. . 

88 Notice that object oriented data models provide for such system-managed referencing between 
tables,, by allowing explicitly specified relationships between classes (as opposed to relational systems 
thatt have to check referential integrity on table columns). 
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I_PARTSUPP.== [SUPPKEY$SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY] , and D_PARTSUPP_=[SUPPKEY$SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY]. 

U p d a t i n gg Join Indices 

Joinn indices are typically used to speed up foreign key joins. In those cases, main
tenancee of the join index can be integrated with referential integrity checking, which 
alleviatess its cost. Let us elaborate with an example. If we added a new supplier, 
thee referential integrity rules that logically follow from the TPC-H schema tell us that 
theree cannot yet be a PARTSUPP tuple that matches this previously unseen SUPPLIER. 
Therefore,, the join result between SUPPLIER and PARTSUPP over the SUPPKEY column will 
neverr alter under inserts of new SUPPLIER-s. 

Noww consider what happens when a new PARTSUPP is inserted. Part of the new 
PARTSUPPP tuple is a SUPPKEY column, which the referential integrity checks for consis
tency.. This check (e.g. by using a S_süPPLIER_SUPPKEY.f ind() lookup into the inverted 
listt accelerator) must yield a SUPPLIER oid. This oid can then be used as the value 
forr the "artificial" = [SUPPKEY$SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY] column. Therefore, in case of a tuple 
insert,, the referential integrity checks that are required anyway for foreign key values, 
alreadyy deliver the values needed for updating the join index columns. 

Similarly,, finding out which tuples in the foreign table are affected when an update 
occurss is already part of the normal referential integrity checking that an RDBMS 
mustt perform, and does therefore not count as additional join index maintenance cost. 
Inn all, join index updates follow the same (efficient) mechanism as normal C-BAT 
updatess (see Section 7.2.2). If an inverted list is used for accelerating reverse access, 
thee S-, I- and D-BATS for the join index column must also be maintained by the 
invertedd list update mechanism described in Section 7.2.3. 

Joinn Indexing N -M Relat ions 

AA special case are N-M foreign key joins. Here, tuples from each side can match 
zero,, one or more times with tuples from the other. Therefore, we cannot use a C-
BAT[void,oid]] for storing the "artificial" join index column in either table. Hence, we 
usee a C-BAT [oid, oid] to do this, where the same oid can occur 0 or more times in 
bothh columns.9 This C-BAT is kept sorted on the head column. This ensures efficient 
(binaryy search) access to oid values in the head column. An inverted list on the tail 
columnn like described above is used to accelerate join access in the other direction (to 
oidd values in the tail column). This inverted list index is always present on N-M join 
indicess (it is not optional). 

Thee update protocol for N-M join indices is rather special. Since we want to keep 
thee C-BAT sorted on head, it is treated as an S-BAT: it is not updated directly, but 
onlyy brought up-to-date occasionally at inverted list sync-points. The I- and D-BATs 
off the artificial join column are thus used to periodically update both the S- and the 
C-BATT according to the inverted list update mechanism described in Section 7.2.3. 

Howw the Join Index is Used 

First,, we show a simple example with a join from PARTSUPP to SUPPLIER: 

9Thee artificial join-index-column can be interpreted of type Se t<o id>, as described in Sec
tionn 4.3.1. 
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selec tt  SUPPLIER.HAME 
fro mm PARTSUPP,  SUPPLIE R 
wher ee PARTSUPP.SUPPKEY •  SUPPLIER.SUPPKEY an d 

PARTSUPP.AVAILQTYY >  O 

Thee above SQL query asks for all supplier names that have a non-empty parts supply 
listed.. The MIL query below can be used if join indices are not present: 

XX : - select(C.PARTSUPP.AVAILQTY, 0, i n t ( n i l ) ) . r e v e r s e ; 
YY :=  X.join(C_PARTSUPP_SUPPKEY); 
ZZ : = Y.join(C_SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY.reverse) ; 
[printf](" XX 15s"\n" ,  Z.join(C_SUPPLIER_NAME) )  ; 

Thee first and third join are both joins into a BAT[void,T], therefore the positional-join 
algorithmm can be used, which has minimal cost. 

Thee second join probably is the most costly join, because the join tail column of 
C_SUPPLIER_SUPPKEYY is not ordered (hence the MIL join implementation must first sort, 
orr create a hash-table or a T-tree explicitly - see Section 5.3.4). However, if we have 
aa join index on the SUPPKEY column of the PARTSUPP and SUPPLIER tables, we 
cann eliminate this join: 

XX := select(C.PARTSUPP.AVAILQTY, 0, i n t ( n i l ) ) . r e v e r s e ; 
YY := X.join(C.PARTSUPP_-[SUPPKEY$SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY]); 
[ p r i n t f ]]  ('7. 15s" \n" , Y.join(C_SUPPLIER_NAME) ) ; 

Lett us now give an example of using the same join index the other way round: 

selec tt  SUM(PARTSUP.AVAILQTY) 
fro mm PARTSUPP,  SUPPLIE R 
wher ee SUPPLIER.SUPPKEY -  PARTSUPP.SUPPKEY an d 

SUPPLIER.NAMEE -  'Microsoft ' 

Here,, the SQL query asks for the total number of parts available from Microsoft. 
First,, we show the MIL translation without the use of join indices of this same query. 
Thiss MIL is more sophisticated, as we use the inverted lists on SUPPLIER JIAME and 
PARTSUPPJJUPPKEYY to improve performance of the select and the second join, respec
tively. . 

XX := select(S_SUPPLIER_NAME, "Microsof t " ) - reverse ; 
YY := X.join(C_SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY); 
ZZ := Y.join(S_PARTSUPP_SUPPKEY.reverse); 
[p r in t f ] ( " XX 9d\n" , sum(Z.join(C_PARTSUPP_AVAILQTY))) ; 

Noticee that the above is only correct if the inverted list on PARTSUPP _SUPPKEY is clean. 
However,, if tuples were deleted or inserted since the last sync-point, the third statement 
shouldd have been: 

ZZ : = Y.join(S_PARTSUPP_SUPPKEY.reverse).access(BAT_WRITE) ; 
Z.insert(Y.join(I_PARTSUPP.SUPPKEY.reverse)) ; ; 
Z.delete(Y.join(D_PARTSUPP_SUPPKEY.reverse)) ; ; 

Again,, if the join index is used, two joins can be supplanted by one: 

XX := select(S_SUPPLIER_NAME, "Microsof t " ) . reverse ; 
YY := X.join(S_PARTSUPP_-[SUPPKEY$SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY].reverse); 
[pr in t f ] ( " %%  9d\n" , sum(Y.join(C_PARTSUPP_AVAILqTY))) ; 

Sincee we use the S-BAT of the inverted list on the join index, the same argument as 
beforee can be made: if the S-BAT is not clean and updates have been recorded in the 
I-- and D-BATs, the second statement should be corrected to: 
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YY : = X.join(S„PARTSUPP_=[SUPPKEY$SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY].reverse).access(BAT.WHITE) ; 
Y.insertCX.join(I_PARTSUPP_=[SUPPKEY$SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY].reverse)) ; ; 
Y.delete(X.join(D_PARTSUPP_=[SUPPKEY$SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY].reverse)) ; ; 

Givenn the fact that the D- and I-BATs are kept very small, the additional cost of the 
additionall delete, insert and join operations is low. 

7.2.55 Indexing Strategies For OLAP 

Alll RDBMS implementations of the TPC-H listed in Figure 7.2, apply a similar physi
call design strategy, where the main tables (ORDERS and LINEITEM) have a clustered index 
onn the SHIPDATE and ORDERDATE columns, respectively. Also, each implementation de
finess non-clustered indices on all (foreign) keys of each table in the TPC-H. 

Inn the following, we discuss an indexing strategy for the TPC-H database in Monet. 

Joinn Indices 

Inn order to facilitate fast navigation between tables, we create join indices over all 
foreignn key relationships, except the one between NATION and REGION (with its fixed 
sizee of 25 rows this does not make much sense). This leads to the following ""artificial" 
oo id columns: 

•• PARTSUPP. = [PARTKEY$PART j>ARTKEY] an extra column in PARTSUPP (SF * 800.000 
rows),, taking 4 bytes-per tuple for the C-BAT plus 8 bytes-per-tuple for the S-
BAT,, hence requires SF*9.6MB. 

•• PARTSUPP. = [SUPPKEY$SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY], idem, hence another SF*9.6MB. 

•• LINEITEM. = [0RDERKEY$0RDERS_0RDERKEY] an extra column in LINEITEM (SF * 
6.000.0000 rows), taking 4 bytes-per tuple for the C-BAT plus 8 bytes-per-tuple 
forr the S-BAT, hence requires SF*72MB. 

•• LINEITEM_and [= [PARTKEY$PARTSUPP _PARTKEY] $= [SUPPKEY$PARTSUPP _SUPPKEY] ] ano the r 
SF*72MB.. This join index is built on a composed key. 

•• ORDERS. = [CUSTKEY$CUSTOMER_CUSTKEY] an extra column in ORDERS (SF * 1.500.000 
rows),, taking 4 bytes-per tuple for the C-BAT plus 8 bytes-per-tuple for the S-
BAT,, hence requires SF*18MB. 

•• CUSTOMER. = [NATI0NKEY$NATI0NJJATI0NKEY] an extra column in CUSTOMER (SF 
** 150.000 rows), taking 4 bytes-per tuple for the C-BAT plus 8 bytes-per-tuple 
forr the S-BAT, hence requires SF*1.8MB. 

Notee that each join index is two-sided, hence consists of the "artificial column" C-
BATT in the "left" table (that provides fast access to the "right" table), plus an inverted 
listt index (S-, I, and D-BAT) for fast access from "right" to "left". All included, the 
storagee cost for these join indices is SF* 183MB. 
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Clusteredd Indices 

AA clustered index actually re-orders the rows in the base table storage such that the 
rowss appear in the order of the index column. As you can order a base table in only one 
way,, most RDBMS software allows to define one clustered index per table. Anyway, as 
thee TPC-H rules prohibit use of replication of table data in anything else than indices 
onn single columns or (compound) keys, one clustered index is the most TPC-H allows. 

Thee effect of the clustered index on selections queries is best illustrated when one 
considerss a range-selection query on the column with the clustered index on it. This 
queryy now selects a consecutive chunk of rows from the base table. This has two 
benefits.. First, such a selection optimizes the amount of I /O, since consecutive rows 
meanss that all rows present in the retrieved disk blocks are actually used. Second, 
insteadd of random I/O, the RDBMS can use sequential I/O, which is much more 
efficient.. As discussed in Section 3.2.1 this performance advantage of sequential over 
randomm I/O is increasing exponentially over time. 

Thee rationale for the RDBMS implementations to create clustered indices on the 
SHIPDATEE or ORDERDATE columns of the LINEITEM and ORDERS tables respectively, is that 
mostt TPC-H queries have a range- constraint on these columns (or another date column 
thatt is strongly correlated to it). 

Clusteredd indexing can also be applied in Monet. In addition to creating an inverted 
listt on the column (e.g. LINEITEM.SHIPDATE), this is done by placing the values that 
aree stored in all C-BATs of the LINEITEM table such that the C _LINEITEM_SHIPDATE 
BATT [void, date] has an ordered tail column. Range-queries on this column then have 
thee "horizontal" advantages already enjoyed by RDBMSs (all rows in a disk block are 
used,, and sequential I/O) plus the additional "vertical" advantage that only columns 
inn use are retrieved. Monet truly minimizes the amount of I /O required here. 

Thee goal of Monet is to provide ad-hoc query functionality at high performance. We 
admitt that analyzing a fixed set of queries and concluding that two specific clustered 
indicess enhance performance for those queries, does not fit well the ad-hoc philosophy. 
Wee believe that the vertical fragmentation and memory/CPU efficiency of Monet do 
enablee ad-hoc querying on any predicate at high performance. However, neither do 
wee want to put ourselves at an unfair disadvantage when comparing the benchmark 
resultss of Monet with commercial RDBMS implementations of TPC-H. Therefore, we 
doo create clustered indices on LINEITEM.SHIPDATE and ORDERS.ORDERDATE. That is, the 
physicall order of the rows stored in the C-BATS follows those respective columns, plus 
wee create inverted lists (S-, I-, and D-BATs) on both columns. 

Notee that when handling updates to a table with a clustered index in Monet, it is 
nott necessary to immediately reorder the entire table (all C-BATs) if an update breaks 
thee ordering of the index column. The fact that the table is ordered only enhances the 
accesss pattern of range-selects on SHIPDATE but is not required for database consistency, 
andd breaking the ordering in a small percentage of rows will not influence performance 
significantly.. A full table reorder after updates have broken the ordering, could be 
donee periodically, e.g. only at data warehouse refresh time. 

Thee extra storage costs of these clustered indices are the two inverted lists (one of 
aboutt SF*7 million values, one of about SF*1 million). The disk space needed for 
thesee BATs totals SF*68MB (each S-BAT[oid,date] is 8 bytes wide). 
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Non-Clusteredd Indices 

Thee question now arises whether additional (non-clustered) indices should be created 
onn additional columns, and if so, on which? Recall that the preferred indexing structure 
inn Monet is the hash table, if the database fits in main memory. Therefore, inverted 
listss in Monet are relevant only when the database does not fit in main memory. This 
wee may suppose in case of the TPC-H benchmark. We now provide a simple model, 
thatt describes the I /O cost in both Monet and a "normal RDBMS" for evaluating a 
genericc select-project query, with or without non-clustered indices: 
s e l e c tt C0Li , . . ,C0L p from TABLE where COL0 = X 

Lett ƒ denote the fraction of tuples selected (the selectivity), and n the total number 
off columns of the table, and C the relation cardinality (the number of tuples). For 
simplicity,, we assume a column-width w = 4 bytes for all columns. The query is called 
aa select-project query as it typically consists of two phases. In the select phase, we 
determinee which tuples are selected (this involves COLo), and in the the project phase, 
wee fetch the other columns required for the query (COLi,..,COLp). 

Wee now discuss the index-select execution strategy that one can apply if one has 
aa non-clustered index (e.g. an inverted list) on the selection attribute. As discussed 
before,, the inverted list is a file of [oid,v] combinations that tells which tuples have the 
valuee v. Because this file is ordered on the values, an equi- or range-predicate selects a 
consecutivee range of entries from the inverted list file, where the oid-s indicate which 
tupless are selected. We ignore for simplicity the cost of determining the start and 
end-pointt of this consecutive range (which can be optimized, e.g. with the M-BAT 
techniquee as described earlier). The I /O cost for reading the selected oid-s consists of 
aa sequential read of fC2w bytes. This divided by the sequential bandwidth S gives 
thee number of seconds required: (2fCw)/S. The factor 2 is caused by the fact that 
ann inverted list stored pairs of values and object or tuple-ids (e.g. for an int column 
inn Monet we get a BAT[oid,int] of width 2*4=8 bytes). 

Afterr the select-phase, we need to fetch column values for the selected oid-s. This 
cann be done in two different project ion strategies: 

randomm I / O We take the list of oid-s from the select phase, and use single block 
I/OO requests (or page faults in virtual memory) to look up these tuples in the 
filee that stores the main table ("normal" RDBMS case) or in the files that store 
thee C-BATs of the needed columns (Monet case). It is good practice to sort 
thee oid-s first to avoid requesting a disk block twice for different tuples. The 
probabilityy for a disk-block to be selected is 1 - (1 — / ) T , where T stands for 
tupless per block. In the relational case, this is Trei = B/(nw), and in the case of 
Monett Tmonet = B/w. The total costs of this phase for a "normal" RDBMS is 
thee number of blocks in the relation Cnw/B times (1 - (1 - f)B^nw^) times the 
randomm access cost per block R, and for Monet we get p(Cnw(l - (1 - f)Btw))R. 

sequentiall  I / O We scan only the projected attributes, hence we get I/O costs of 
(pCw)/S.(pCw)/S. A "normal' RDBMS must sequentially scan the entire relational table 
off Cnw bytes, hence its I /O cost becomes (Cnw)/S. 

Forr a "normal" RDBMS, the sequential strategy actually would not even use the non-
clusteredd index, as evaluating the selection predicate could just as well be done during 
thee sequential scan. In Monet, however, replacing the index scan by a sequential 
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Figuree 7.6: When Do Non-Clustered Indices Make Sense? 

scann over the C-BAT containing the selection attribute is also a possibility. This 
requiress reading Cw bytes of sequential I /O, which costs (Cw)/S seconds. We call this 
alternativee strategy which does not use any non-clustered index the full-sequential 
strategy. . 

Figuree 7.6 shows the cost predictions given by the model on typical hardware of 
thee year 2000 (up) and 1990 (down). The query modeled has one selection attribute 
andd one projection attribute on the SF=100 LINEITEM table of TPC-H (600 million 
tuples).. The result of the sequential scan execution strategy in a "normal" DBMS 
iss directly given (the highest horizontal line). For obtaining the RDBMS strategy 
off index-select followed by projection with random access I /O, one should add the 
correspondingg two lines (which is always dominated by random access I/O). That 
shouldd also be done for both possible index-select strategies in Monet: index-select 
followedd by sequential-scan, and index-select followed by random access. We used 
onlyy one projection attribute (p = 1) in the query, so one can easily deduce how other 
valuess of p would perform in the Monet case (simply multiply the Monet sequential 
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scann or Monet random I/O numbers by p). Finally, the Monet strategy of using 
sequentiall scan both for selection and projection is obtained by multiplying the Monet 
sequentiall scan line by p + 1. 

Thesee results show that for a "normal" RDBMS, it currently makes sense to use an 
indexx for accelerating selections of up to about 1 in 2000 tuples. This already very small 
selectionn percentage is rapidly decreasing with the hardware trend that I /O bandwidth 
followss Moore's law but I /O latency does not, as discussed in Section 3.2.1. A decade 
ago,, when disks had a bandwidth of lMB/s and a latency of 14ms (as opposed to 
20MB/ss and 7ms), the break-even point still was at about 1 in 200 (as can be seen 
inn the right plot of Figure 7.6). Any linear rule like "use an index below 1 in 200" or 
"beloww 1 in 2000" will soon be outdated as Moore's law continues to hold (not even 
consideringg the now widespread usage of RAID devices that increase sequential disk 
bandwidthh even further). 

Ass a conclusion, non-clustered indices are useful for accelerating selections in a "nor
mal"" RDBMS only when a handful of tuples are retrieved. A common example of 
select-queriess that only generate such a handful of result tuples, are equi-selects on 
onee (foreign) key value. While that is typical for OLTP loads, in query-intensive areas 
likee OLAP and Data Mining selection percentages are much higher, hence a sequential 
scann is almost always faster than a query evaluation strategy that uses an index. 

Inn Monet, the same line of reasoning goes for using random access for retrieving 
projectionn values, the difference being that the break-even point is even earlier (about 
11 in 35000, in this configuration). This is caused by the fact that a disk image of a BAT 
storess much more tuples per disk block than a non vertically fragmented relation, hence 
thee probability that a disk-page is needed by the random access strategy increases. 

Randomm I/O access in Monet, as little applicable as it is, is technically achieved 
byy memory-mapping the C-BATs and giving the MADV .RANDOM virtual memory advise, 
beforee accessing them with the MIL join operator. As mentioned above, this advise 
iss only wise if very few tuples are selected. Normally, it is better to use sequential file 
I /OO for reading the BAT, or use a memory-mapped BAT with advice MADV_SEQ (which 
iss default) and profit from todays high sequential I /O bandwidth. 

Whenn comparing in Monet the index-select/sequential-project strategy with the 
sequential-select/sequential-projectt strategy we remark the following: 

•• Since the S-BAT is roughly twice as big as the C-BAT, the amount of sequential 
scann volume in an index-select is twice that of a sequential-select, if all tuples 
aree selected. Hence, index-select/sequential-project is only better when less than 
halff of all tuples is selected. 

•• the amount of I/O needed in the index-select/sequential-project is fC2w+pCw 
bytess versus (p + \)Cw for the sequential-select/sequential-project strategy. The 
I /OO cost reduction when using the index-select is maximal when ƒ = 0, and is 
hencee limited to p/{p + 1). In other words, for an average query that involves 5 
attributess (1 for select, 4 project), we can save at most 20% of I /O cost using 
invertedd lists. 

Goingg back to the issue of storing the TPC-H database in Monet, one "extreme" 
indexx design strategy that fits the ad-hoc philosophy would be to create an inverted 
listt on each column (as suggested by the inital DSM proposal [CK85]). Hence S-, I-, 
D-- and M-BATs would be created on all columns. As the I-, D-, and M-BATs are 
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keptt very small, the extra disk storage required would come mainly from the S-BATs. 
Columnn five of Figure 7.4 shows the number of bytes per row occupied in each S-BAT. 
Inn when summing all these totals, we see that the "extreme" indexing strategy would 
costt only SF* 1.33GB in Monet. 

However,, in the light of our previous analysis and the fact that the selection clauses 
inn OLAP queries like those in TPC-H typically select much more than a handful of tu
ples,, we conclude that all these inverted lists would only slightly enhance performance 
(p/(p+(p/(p+1))1)) while they do cause extra update and storage cost (conversely said, inverted 
listss on the key columns only are useful in OLTP settings). When non-clustered in
dicess are not used (apart from those introduced by the join indices), this reduces the 
totall disk storage for TPC-H in Monet to SF*0.92GB, which forms a sharp contrast to 
thee SF*6GB - SF*16GB sizes observed in the commercial RDBMS implementations of 
TPC-H.. One reason for this is that the commercial numbers include file redundancy 
inn RAID devices, which can broadly be estimated to cause a factor 2-3 increase of 
dataa sizes. In a comparable Monet implementation, such RAID storage should also be 
used,, but even then Monet is a factor 2-5 more efficient in storing data. 

7.33 Query Execution 

Inn the following we outline a simple SQL-to-MIL translator that is the heart of the 
SQL-speakingg Monet front-end. The first step in this translation is a rather literal 
translationn of the SQL query into a relational algebra tree, where the tree nodes are 
(standard)) relational operators [Cod70, Dat85]. 

Onee of the assumptions here is a query plan that has already undergone strategical 
queryy optimization (i.e. it has been determined already which relational operators will 
bee used and in which order). As this is a precondition of the translation of the relational 
queryy into MIL (which deals with physical execution), this means that strategical 
optimizationn has to do without physical details. We think this can be adequately done 
byy taking the abstract measure tuple flow, the summation over all nodes in the query 
graphh of the number of tuples that flow through them. In most cases, we expect the 
optimall physical query graph to be the one that corresponds to a logical query plan 
withh lowest tuple flow. While obviously cases exist where a difference in the physical 
costt of one algorithm over the other might compensate for the difference in tuple flow, 
makingg a 'cheaper' physical algorithm on more tuples faster than a more 'expensive' 
algorithmm on less tuples, this is not probable, and it seems safe to assume that at least 
thee "bad" query plans are avoided this way; which has been stated as the practical 
goall for RDBMS query optimization [WPOO]. As such, one could use any approach 
off the plethora of query optimization techniques available to minimize this tuple flow, 
e.g.. using heuristic [ABC+76], random-based [GLPK95, GLPK94, PGLK97, Pel97], 
histogram-basedd [IP95, PIHS96], or even sampling-based techniques [AGPR99]. 

Inn the following discussion, we will not go into query optimization issues, neither 
consideringg the order of the relational operators (i.e. strategical query optimization, 
seee Section 5.3.1) nor the choice of the appropriate algorithm for an operator (tactical 
optimization,, see Section 5.3.3), but focus on how the MIL primitives are sufficient to 
executee SQL query plans efficiently. 
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7.3.11 Relational Algebra Trees 
Inn this section, we assume that the MIL translator works on a relational query tree and 
employss a fixed order of evaluation, which is right-depth-first10. The query tree has 
beenn produced by a query optimizer. The task at hand is to generate the corresponding 
MILL code that executes the query on the database tables stored in persistent C-, S-, I-, 
D-- and M-BATs, as described in the previous Section. The query tree consists of the 
basicbasic nodes t ab l e (for base tables), and join, select , agg rega t e and sor t (the basic 
relationall query processing operators), augmented with the auxiliary nodes scope, var 
andd re la t ion: 

RELATIONN =  relationddent ,  scop e ([va r  ddent,EXPR<any>) ]  .TABLE) ) 
BASEE =  relationddent ,  scop e ([va r  ddent JEXPR<any>) ]  ,table(ident)) ) 

TABLEE =  OPERATOR I  table(ident ) 

OPERATORR =  join(EXPR<bit> ,  BASE,  RELATION) 
ii  joinl(EXPR<bit> ,  BASE,  scope([var(ident,EXPR<any>) ]  ,  TABLE) ) 
II  select(EXPR<bit> ,  RELATION) 
II  aggregate([EXPR<any>] ,  RELATION) 
II  sort([EXPR<any>] ,  RELATION) 

EXPR<T>> =  ident.iden t  I  const<T > I  i(EXPR<any>,..,EXPR<any>):T 

Thee above is BCNF extended with two notations: 

•• [X], which means a list of zero or more elements X. 

•• typed clauses Y<Z>, meaning Y of type Z. 

Thee latter construct is used to denote expressions of a certain MIL type. As embodied 
byy the last rule, expressions are either column references or literal MIL constants (see 
Sectionn 4.1), or simple MIL-operators; i.e. those f (. .any..) :any that have a simple 
(non-BAT)) return type and parameters. Column reference expressions consist of a 
relationn identifier, a dot and a column identifier. Base relations (those re la t ion nodes 
withh a t ab l e grandson, as produced by the BASE rule) have as initial allowed set of 
columnn identifiers all column names of the persistent table. 

Additionall column names can be added by the scope nodes, which introduce a new 
columnn defined by an expression using the var clause. Column references in expressions 
inn the query tree may reference columns from the current re la t ion as well as from any 
re la t ionn that is reachable downward in the tree, without going past any aggrega te 
nodes. . 

Notee that columns introduced by scope nodes ease the elimination of common sub
expressions.. This task, as we indicated before, belongs to the query optimizer. 

Thee basic relational operator nodes have bread-and-butter query processing seman
tics: : 

select(boolExpr,rel)) return a subset of all tuples in rel for which evaluating Expr 
givess true. 

join(boolExpr,leftRel,rightRel)join(boolExpr,leftRel,rightRel) returns a new tuple for each combination of tuples 
fromm leftRel and rightRel for which evaluating boolExpr yields true. 

10Wee use linear, non-bushy, join trees to indicate a clear sequential join order. The right-deep order 
iss chosen for notational purposes only 
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aggregatee (exprList, ret) returns one tuple for each unique combination of expression 
resultss after evaluating the expressions in exprList for all tuples in rel. 

sort(exprList,rel)sort(exprList,rel) returns all tuples of rely but in lexicographical order of expression 
resultss after evaluating the expressions in exprList for all tuples in rel. 

Thee root of the tree is a relation, whose table represents the result of the query. 
Thiss table is made up by all tuples in the relation, where the tuples consist only of 
thosee columns mentioned in its scope list. 

Thee j o in l node is a special case of the jo i n node, which has as additional semanti
call constraint that the join between the right and left relation (its third and second 
parameters)) couples exactly one right tuple to each left tuple. Certain join conditions 
withh this property can be determined by analyzing foreign key relationships stored in 
thee data dictionary. Each basic node in these relational algebra trees forms a "vir
tual"" relational table with its own set of tuples; however jo in l nodes do not add or 
removee tuples to/from the relational table of its rightmost parameter, they just may 
addd columns to the table. In the case of MIL query plans, this (rather common) 
conditionn allows to save a number of processing steps; and that is why we distinguish 
betweenn j o i n l and jo i n nodes. 

Ass an example, we use query 9 of TPC-H, which is among the most costly queries in 
manyy RDBMS implementations. Its SQL syntax is as follows: 

selec t t 
NATION.NAMEE a s NATION, 
extract(YEA RR fro m ORDER.ORDERDATE)  a s YEAR, 
LINEITEM.EXTENDEDPRICEE *  ( 1 -  LINEITEM.DISCOUNT )  -

PARTSUPP.SUPPLYCOSTT »  LINEITEM.QUANTIT Y a s AMOUNT 
fro m m 

PART,,  SUPPLIER ,  LINEITEM ,  PARTSUPP,  ORDERS,  NATIO N 
wher e e 

LINEITEM.SUPPKEYY -  PARTSUPP.SUPPKEY an d LINEITEM.PARTKE Y -  PARTSUPP.PARTKEY 
andd LINEITEM.ORDERKEY -  ORDER.ORDERKEY 
andd LINEITEM.SUPPKE Y -  SUPPLIER.SUPPKEY 
andd SUPPLIER.NATIONKE Y =  NATION.NATIONKEY 
andd LINEITEM.PARTKE Y -  PART.PARTKEY 
andd PART.NAME lik e '"/.green'/, ' 

grou pp b y 
NATION,,  YEAR 

orde rr  b y 
NATION,,  YEAR 

Figuree 7.7 shows a translation of TPC-H query 9 into relational algebra using a right-
deepp join plan. In the graphical representation of the same plan depicted by Figure 7.8, 
thee relation nodes are painted as grey boxes in the background, with the relational 
operatorr nodes they directly encapsulate drawn over them. The tree is annotated with 
neww column identifiers introduced by scope nodes at the positions where these occur. 

MILL is generated from a relational algebra tree by traversing the basic relational op
eratorss in a right-depth-first order and generating MIL for each node. In the following, 
wee will discuss exactly how this code generation works for each kind of node (including 
thee use of join indices - which are mentioned explicitly in Figure 7.8). 

7.3.22 Select 

Thee select node identifies the tuples that satisfy a boolean expression tree. Let us 
assumee in the following that the tree has a depth of more than one, i.e. that at least 
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relation(R9 , , 
scope([var(name ,,  R5.name) ,  var(year ,  R7.year) ,  var(amount ,  R8.amount)] , 

sort([R8.name,R8.year] , , 
relation(R8 , , 

scope([var(name ,,  R5.name) ,  var(year ,  R7.year) , 
var(amount ,,  sum<-(*(-(dbl(l),R1.DISCOUNT).Rl.EXTENDEDPRICE) , 

*(R3.SUPPLYCOST,Rl.QUANTITY))))] , , 
aggregate([R5.name,R7.year] , , 

relation(R7 , , 
scop ee ([ ]  , 
jj  oinl(*(R4.NATIONKEY,R5.NATIONKEY) , 

relation(R5 ,,  scope([] ,  tabl e (NATION)) )  , 
scop ee ([ ]  , 

joinl(=(R3.SUPPKEY,R4.SUPPKEY) , , 
relation(R4 ,,  scope([] ,  tabl e (SUPPLIER))) , 
scop ee ([ ]  , 

joinl(and<=(R2.SUPPKEY,R3.SUPPKEY) ,,  =(R2.PARTKEY,R3.PARTKEY)) , 
relation(R3 ,,  scope([] ,  table(PARTSUPP)) )  , 
scope([var(year,YEAR(R2.ORDERDATE))] , , 

joinl(=(R1.0RDERKEY,R2.0RDERKEY) , , 
relation(R2 ,,  scope([] ,  tabl e (ORDER))) , 
scop ee ([ ]  , 

join(=(RO.PARTKEY,Rl.PARTKEY) , , 
relation(Rl ,,  scope([] ,  tabl e (UNEITEM))) , 
relation(R6 , , 

scop ee ([ ]  , 
selec tt  (lik e (RO .  NAME,  "'/.green'/,") , 
relation(RO ,,  table(PART)))))))))))))))))))) ) 

Figuree 7.7: Relational Algebra Notation of TPC-H Query 9 

thee root node is a MIL operator (as the select has a boolean expression, it must be a 
MILL operator that returns the type b i t ) . 

Thiss basic expression evaluation algorithm executes the expression tree left-bottom 
up,, generating for each intermediate node (which is a MIL-operator expression f ( . . ) ) 
thee multi-join map version of that operator ( [ f ] ( . . ) ) . n The leaf nodes are either 
constants,, which are generated as-is as parameters to the multi-join maps, or column 
references.. For each column, we have a BAT [void, any] available. In the case that the 
selectt works on a base relation, these are the C-BATs. In other cases, these BATs 
aree constructed using the basic projection algorithm , which is discussed later on. 
Eachh multi-join map yields again a BAT [void, any] result, which serves as parameters 
too multi-join maps higher up the tree. 

Thee BAT [void, b i t ] that results from running the basic expression evaluation algo
rithmm on the root expression, is then turned into an oid-list by performing a select (true) 
onn it. This produces a subset BAT we call the selection-BAT, that has all oid-s of the 
selectedd tuples in its head column. The selection-BAT is then fed into a mark.reverse 
inn order to produce the pivot BAT [void,oid]. The pivot is a central concept in MIL 
queryy processing; its head column contains one oid (in densely ascending order) for 
eachh tuple of the new relation, where each tail contains the oid of the original relation 
thatt produced it. 

Supposee we have a base table TAB with column COL and the selection expression 42.0 
<< foo(TAB.COL,1.0) and TAB.COL > (4*10+2), where foo() is some arbitrary simple 
MILL operator. The generated MIL by the basic select code generation is: 

v ll  := [foo](C_TAB.C0L,1.0); 

111 If all parameters to the operator are constants, the expression counts as a constant which can be 
evaluatedd by simply executing the MIL operator - without multi-join map. In this way. constants are 
eliminatedd bottom-up. 
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S O R TT [R8.name , Re.year] [[  name = RB.name 

yearr  = RS.year 

amoun tt  = Re.amoun t ] 

R ss [amoun t = SU«H(1-R1.oiscount)'R1.extendedprice-R2.suppJvcosrR1.qiiantity ) 

!!  RS ' -^AÊGREGAT E [ R 5 . M m e ^ r > yearr  = R7.year ] 

table (( PART) 

Figuree 7.8: Relational Algebra Tree for TPC-H Query 9 

V2 2 
v3 3 
v4 4 
v5 5 
v6 6 
v7 7 
v8 8 

== [<](42 ,  vl) ; 
== *(4,10) ; 
== +Cv3,2) ; 
»» [>=](C_TAB_C0L ,  v4) ; 
== [and](v2 ,  v5) ; 
== v6.select(true) ; 
== v7.mark.reverse ; 

## selectio n BA T 
## pivo t  BA T 

Ann improvement over this approach is to use the built-in select range- and equi-
selectt operator, as it directly generates a BAT[oid,any] result that can serve as so-
calledd selection-BAT. This code is generated for the root node or for interior nodes 
whenn all operators higher in the expression trees are either or, and or not, and the 
operatorr is either = , > , < , < , > , or is a range condition, that is and(>,<) , and(> ,<) , 
and(>,<)) or and(>,<) . In case of an interior node, the upper and/or/not nodes 
generatee in tersec t (mir ror( lef t ) ,mir ror( r ight ) ) . union(mirror(left) .mirror(right) 
andd diff(mirror(param),mirror(col)) 

Takingg this modified strategy into account, we would generate the following MIL: 

vll := [ too](1.0, C_TAB_CQL); 
v22 := v l . s e l e c t ( i l t ( n i l ) , 42.0); 
v33 :« «(4,10); 
v44 := +(v3,2); 

12Thee second parameter to dif f is a column from the underlying relation that can be chosen at 
random.. For caching purposes, it is best to re-use the last used table column for this purpose. 
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v55 : = C_TAB_COL.select(v4 ,  int(nil)) ; 
v66 : = intersect(v2.mirror ,  v5.mirror) ;  #  selectio n BA T 
v77 : = v6.mark.reverse ;  #  pivo t  BA T 

Onee detail that needs to be mentioned for this strategy is expression normalizing such 
thatt simple comparisons have the column reference as left parameter and the constant 
ass right parameter (this involves turning <(42, X) into >(X, 42), etc.). This order of 
parameterss is required when using the MIL select operator. 

Ass a final refinement to the select node code generation, the SQL front-end should 
makee use of the inverted list indices when present to enhance performance of range 
selectionn expressions on base columns. If we assume that TAB.COL has an inverted list 
andd thus a sorted S-BAT and an in memory M-BAT summary plus I- and D-BATs 
withh recent notifications, the following MIL should be generated: 

vll  : = [foo](1.0 ,  CJTAB.COL) ; 
v22 : = vl.select(fit(nil) ,  42.0) ; 
v33 : = *(4,10) ; 
v4v4  : = +(v3,2) ; 
v55 : = S_TAB_C0L.slice(M_TAB_COL.select(int(nil) ,  v4).min ,  S.TAB.COL.count ) 

.select(v4 ,,  int(nil)).access(BAT.WRITE) ; 
v5.insert(I_TAB_C0L.select(v4 ,,  int(nil))) ; 
v5.delete(D_TAB_CDL) ; ; 

v66 : = intersect(v2.mirror ,  v5.mirror) ;  #  selectio n BA T 
v77 : = v6.mark.reverse ;  #  pivo t  BA T 

Ass an optimization in those select nodes that emit just one MIL select from a C- or 
S-BATT to arrive at the selection column, we have the selected column values already 
inn the tail the select-result. If this column is being referenced in an expression upward 
inn the algebra tree, the basic projection algorithm (described below) does not need to 
joinn into the C-BAT holding it, but use the tail column of the select-result instead, 
withh its head column newly mark-ed. 

Forr completeness, we discuss what happens if the select expression does not have a 
MIL-operatorr as root of the expression tree. One possible case is that the expression is a 
simplee column reference of type boolean. In that case, we can skip the basic expression 
evaluationn phase, and directly select the t rue values to arrive at the selection BAT. The 
otherr case is when the selection expression is a constant expression (i.e. one without 
columnn references at all) of type bi t . In that case, we generate the following code for 
generatingg the pivot in v02: 

vll  : = ..cod e fo r  computin g constan t  omitted. . 
i ff  (not(vl )  o r  isnil(vl) )  { 

v22 : = bat(void,oid) ;  #  empt y BA T 
}}  els e { 

v22 : = C_TAB_C0L.mirror ; 
} } 

7.3.33 Basic Projection Algorithm 
Whenn expressions are evaluated, column references must be resolved into column-
BATs. . 

Forr each vertex in the tree between two relation nodes, the code generation for the 
fatherr node computes a so-called pivot BAT [void,oid], which relates oid-s in the father 
relationn (head column of pivot) to oid-s in the child relation (tail column of pivot). 
Thiss was already described in the case of the select node, and will also be described 
forr the other kinds of nodes (note that the binary jo i n node produces two pivots, one 
forr each join relation). 

http://v5.de
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Thee basic projection algorithm just joins all pivots on the path between the relation 
nodee where the expression occurs (source) and the destination relation node of the 
columnn reference, starting at the source downward. As these actions are all of the 
formm join(BAT[void,oid], BAT [void, old), the efficient Positional-Join algorithm gets 
used.. Even better, by virtue of the radix-accelerator described in Section 6.5 such joins 
aree transparently accelerated when necessary by the cluster-decluster cache-optimized 
joinn strategy. 

Thee end result of these joins is a combined, "path", pivot BAT [void, oid] that relates 
oid-ss from the expression-node to the destination node, deeper in the tree. If the 
columnn definition is a column of a base table, we can directly join the "path" pivot 
withh its C-BAT in order to obtain the desired projection column. Note also that if the 
sourcee relation is the direct father of the base relation, we do not need to create the 
"path"" pivot as we can use right away the "single-vertex" pivot created by the father. 

Iff the destination, however, is a new column introduced by a var  expression in the 
scopee clause of the destination relation, this same projection algorithm is recursively 
usedd to create a projection BAT for that scope column (if the code for that column 
hadd not been generated before). 

Onee can see that this basic algorithm can be enhanced by pivot re-use. The most 
obviouss form is to re-use "path" pivots for all projection columns over the same path. A 
secondd form is re-using earlier created "path" pivots for creating pivots over a superset 
off that path. For example, if node C refers through node B to a column in base relation 
A,, it will construct a "path" pivot C-A by joining C-B and B-A. Then, if relation D refers 
throughh C and B also to A, the pivot D-A is constructed by joining D-C with the earlier 
createdd C-A. As we consider right-deep trees only, a simple check for already generated 
"path"" pivots along the path between column reference and definition (and choosing 
thee longest one if there are multiple pivots eligible) provides a good degree of re-use 
already. . 

7.3.44 Join 
Thee most common join expression is simple equi-join between two single columns. This 
iss directly supported by the MIL join operator. Suppose we have tables RIGHT and LEFT 
thatt both have a column KEY and we have a join expression = (RIGHT.KEY,LEFT.KEY). 
Thiss generates the following MIL: 

## th e basi c equi-joi n 
vOO : « join(C_LEFT_KEY ,  C_RIGHT_KEY.reverse) ; 

## dynamicall y optimize d partia l  cluste r 
vOO : » vO-sql_joincluster(C_LEFT_KEY.count ,  <ln> ,  <lw> ,  C_RIGHT_KEY.count ,  <rn> ,  <rw>) ; 

## pivo t  creatio n 
vll  : = vO.mark.reverse ; 
v22 : » vO.reverse.mark.reverse ; 

Heree vl is the pivot between the join node and the right node, and v2 the pivot between 
thee join node and the left node. 

Inn Section 6.5.2 we showed that if the number of tuples in one of the join relation is 
soo high that its C-BATs exceed the memory cache size, Positional-Joins with random 
accesss generated by the basic projection algorithm, will thrash the memory cache. A 
solutionn to this problem for one of the two relations is to partially cluster the join 
resultt on the oid-s of that relation. This should be done before creating the pivots. 
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Thiss tactical optimization can be performed by the below sql .c luster join MIL pro
cedure,, that dynamically figures out whether the subsequent computation of column 
projectionss can be accelerated by partially clustering the join result. The variables 
<ln>,, <lw>, <rn> and <rw> follow from the query plan and can be emitted as constants 
directlyy by the SQL front-end. 

PROCC sql_joincluster ( 
BAT[oid,oid ]]  joinresult , 
in tt  left_count ,  left.nproj ,  left_maxwidt h 
in tt  right.count ,  right.nproj ,  right_maxwidth )  :  BAT[oid,oid ] 

i i 
I FF ((left.npro j  >  0  an d left_count*left_majcwidt h >  CACHE_SIZE/2 ) 

orr  (right.npro j  >  0  an d right_count*right_maxwidt h >  CACHE_SIZE/2) ) 
{ { 

I FF (left_count*left_nproj*left_maxwidt h >  right_count*right_nproj*right_inaxwidth )  { 
VARR nbit s : = 1  +  log2((left_count*left_maxwidth)/CACHE_SIZE) ; 
VARR nignor e : = min(0 ,  ( 1 +  log2(left_count) )  -  nbits) ; 
VARR npasse s : = 1  +  (nbits-1 )  /  CACHE.LINES ; 
RETURNN joinresult.radix.cluster(npasses ,  nbits ,  nignore) ; 

}}  ELS E { 
VARR nbit s : = 1  +  log2{(right_count*right_maxwidth)/CACHE_SIZE) ; 
VARR nignor e : = min(0 ,  ( 1 +  log2(right_count) )  -  nbits) ; 
VARR npasse s : » 1  +  (nbits-1 )  /  CACHE.LINES ; 
RETURNN joinresult.reverse.radix_cluster(npasses ,  nbits ,  nignore).reverse ; 

} } 
} } 
RETURNN joinresult ;  #  n o clusterin g necessar y 

> > 

Thee above MIL procedure takes into account the number of direct column references 
thatt the join node makes to its join parameter relations, as well as the sizes of these 
twoo relations, and the maximum BUN-width of the C-BATs involved (this can be de
terminedd by looking at the column types). Partial clustering is only done if at least 
onee of the relations has a projection column that does not fit half of the cache. Which 
relationn to cluster on is then heuristically selected by comparing the "projection vol
umes"" (the product of size, width and number of projection columns) of both relations. 
Callingg of this s q l _ c i u s t e r j 0 i n j s done as a post-processing step after any "real" join 
codee discussed in this section, except the exactly-one jo in l case. 

Noticee that applying the cluster-decluster join strategy on the projections of the 
otherr relation is is done automatically when needed by virtue of the radix-accelerator 
andd therefore does not need explicit code generation. 

Multi -- Column Equi-Join 

Thee advantage of MIL is that its operators can be implemented for great efficiency, 
ass they have a operator signature with a low degree of freedom. The downside is that 
thiss low degree of freedom is achieved by processing data column-at-a-time, which 
complicatess multi-column operations. In the case of multi-column equi-join this 
happenss e.g. when keys consist of multiple columns - one should combine all columns 
involvedd on both sides of the join into numerical (preferably int , but also lng) columns, 
andd then equi-join those two numerical columns. The best way to do this is to use a 
perfectperfect mapping function f ( . . . any . . . ) : int that maps each combination of values on 
aa predictable number, and numbers are never assigned to multiple combinations. 

Inn practice, such mapping functions for numerical types yield a numerical type that 
hass a bit-width which is larger than or equal to the sum of the bit-widths of all types of 
thee columns involved, and we use simple bit-shifts and -ors to combine values efficiently 

* * 
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inn a non-overlapping way. This mapping strategy can be best executed by a relational 
algebraa tree rewrite. The script below gives an example of a two-column (both int) 
equi-joinn that is transformed into an equi-join on single-column lng-s: 

join(and(-(LEFT.KEY1,RICHT.KEY1) ,,  -(LEFT.KEY2,RIGHT.KEY2)) , 
relation(LEFT ,,  scope(Sl.BASE) ) 
relationCRIGHT ,,  scope(S2,REL)) ) 

join(=(LEFT.NUM.RIGHT.NUM) , , 
relation(LEFT ,,  scope(S1+[NUM-xor(«([lng ]  (tl.kl )  ,32 )  ,tl.k2) ]  .BASE) ) 
relation(RIGHT ,,  scop e (S2+LNUM-xor(«([lng ]  (t2.kl )  .32 )  ,t2.k2) ]  ,REL)) ) 

Whenn a perfect mapping function does not exist, one can use the MIL operator 
hash(any):intt on all non-integer column-BATs using the multi-join map [hash](t>), 
andd [xor] (a,b) all the resulting integers together. This mapping function may be a 
goodd hash function, but not a perfect hash function, therefore in the resulting join 
off integer columns, false hits may occur. These then have to be filtered out. Again, 
wee give an example of this strategy as a relational algebra tree rewrite of a two-
columnn equi-join into a single-column equi-join on non-perfectly mapped hash integers, 
followedd by a select to filter out false hits: 

join(and(»(LEFT.KEY1,RIGHT.KEY1) ,,  -{LEFT.KEY2.RIGHT.KEY2)) . 
relation(LEFT ,,  scope(SI,BASE)) . 
relation(RIGHT ,,  scope(SI,REL)) ) 

=> => 
select(an dd (-(LEFT.KEY1,RIGHT.KEY2) ,  =  (LEFT.KEY2,RIGHT.KEY2) )  , 

relatio nn (TMP ,  scop e ([] , 
join(-(LEFT.NUM ..  RIGHT.NUH) , 

relation(LEFT ,,  scope(Sl+[NUM=xor(hash(LEFT.K£Yl) ,  hash(LEFT.KEY2))].BASE)) . 
relation(RIGHT ,,  scope(S2+[NUK«xor(hash(RIGHT.KEYl),hash(RIGHT.KEY2))],REL))))) ) 

AA special property of the MIL hashO function is that it never sets the highest bit, 
hencee the xor() cannot set it either, hence the resulting combined NUM values can never 
byy accident form the special int (ni l ) value (which would lead to missed join hits due 
too the nil-semantics). 

Gene r i cc Jo in Express ions 

Thee generic fall-back code generation for join expressions that are not equi-joins is to 
loopp over the right relation and for each tuple use the select node code generation to 
selectt tuples from the left relation. This is done by generating a scripted MIL procedure 
on-the-flyy that receives as parameters the current right oid plus all referenced columns 
fromm right relation (and its sons to obtain column BATs for those the basic projection 
algorithmm is used first). Inside the body of the MIL procedure goes the select code 
thatt generates the selection BAT. In this code generation, all references from columns 
inn the right relations (or its sons) are remapped to the MIL procedure parameters. 

vll  : » bat(oid,oid) ; 

pro cc  tmpproc(oi d o ,  an y cl ,  .. .  an y en )  :  bat[oid,oid ]  { 
varr  se1ba t  : » ..us e select-nod e cod e generatio n fo r  selectin g i n lef t  relatio n . . 
vi.insert(selbat.project(o).reverse) ; ; 

y y 
[tmpproc](right.coll.mirror ,,  right_coll ,  .. ,  right_colN) ; 
unde ff  tmpproc ; 

v22 : •  vl.mark.reverse ; 
v33 : •  vl.reverse.mark.reverse ; 
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AA possible refinement is to first pre-process the right relation with an aggregate in 
orderr to obtain all unique elements. This reduces the size of the outer relation in the 
abovee nested-loop join. The normal aggregate algorithm would then be extended with 
codee generation for an aggregation pivot. As a post-processing step, the join result 
wouldd then be joined with the pivot in order to bring back the previously eliminated 
doubles. . 

Joinn Indices 

Onee thing to check, however, before any join code is generated, is whether a join 
indexindex exists for the join expression. This should be looked up by comparing the join 
expressionn to those in the data dictionary.13 

Inn the simple case of a join between two base relations, the join-index BAT can be 
usedd right away as join result BAT[oid,oid], In our right-deep trees, the left relation 
iss always a base table, but the right table may be an inner node. If that is the case, 
onee first needs to create a pivot to the base table that forms the other end of the join 
index.. This base table can be reached through some path in the inner node (this can 
bee done as described in the basic projection algorithm). The join result in those cases 
iss then formed by joining the pivot with the join index. 

Noticee that depending on how the join index is defined in the data dictionary, one 
needss to join against the C-BAT or its reverse. In the latter case, the join may be 
moree efficient if one uses the inverted list S-BAT instead, which has an ordered tail 
column. . 

Figuree 7.8 shows that almost all joins in TPC-H Query 9 are accelerated by join 
indices.. Those join nodes have a gray border, and their expressions are depcted in 
grayy as to indicate that these expressions and joins need not be executed. 

Exact ly-Onee Joins 

Inn the case where we join a right relation with a foreign key to a left relation with an 
uniquee key on the equality of those keys, we can already deduce from the information 
inn the data dictionary that for each right tuple, we will find exactly one left tuple. 

Suchh joins can in the Monet context be seen as simple projections, as they just serve 
too add columns to the right relation (they do not remove or introduce new tuples). 
Thiss in turn means that renumbering and pivot joining is not necessary; therefore 
jo in ll nodes are treated differently than normal join nodes. 

Afterr computing the join result BAT[oid,oid] with the normal methods, it is sorted 
withh reverse. order. reverse to make sure the head oid-s appear in densely ascending 
order.144 This is just done to enhance performance of later processing of this BAT. 
Thiss join result is not marked, but can be used as a pivot for projecting in columns 
fromm the left table using the basic projection algorithm. 

13Somee normalization of join expressions is required to recognize all matching join index expressions 
easily. . 

14Wee know that the o id sequence must be densely ascending when sorted, because all oid-s of the 
rightt relation form a void column, and we perform joins that hit exactly once only, hence we end up 
withh the same o id collection. 
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O u t e rr Jo in s 

Anyy jo in or j o i n l node can be marked as an "outer-join" in a certain direction, 
meaningg that if a tuple from the source side does not match any from the destination, 
onee extra result is emitted, that has all n i l values in its projections columns from the 
destination. . 

Inn the case of equi-join, outer-join is supported directly by using the MIL outer join 
insteadd of join. 

Joinn indices are just as applicable (as they are only a mechanism to re-use join 
results).. The generic join code can support outer-join with just a small addition after 
thee selbat computation: 

iff (selbat.count = 0) selbat :- bat(oid.oid).insert(o,nil); 

Thee basic projection algorithm needs to be slightly adapted to use outer join instead 
off join for those pivots known to be outer-joins (this is a transitive property for "path" 
pivots:: if it consists of at least one outer-join pivot, itself is one as well). 

Finally,, in the case of multi-column equi-join with a non-perfect hash function, one 
needss to modify the "false-hits" filter expression: 

and(-(LEFT.KEYl,RIGHT.KEYl) ,,  »(LEFT.KEY2,RIGHT.KEY2) ) 

=* > > 

or(isniHLEFT.NUM) ..  and(-CLEFT.KEYl,RIGHT.KEYl) ,  -  (LEFT .  KEY2 ,  RIGHT .  KEY2)) ) 

Ass the NUM field is computed with xor()-s of hash() which never yields a n i l , we know 
thatt any n i l values that do occur are introduced by outer-join projections, and thus 
shouldd not be filtered out (hence the added or O condition). 

7.3.55 Sort 
AA sor t node only makes sense as root of the algebra tree, because it just changes the 
outputt order when visualizing the query result. It appears in a relational algebra tree 
whenn a SQL query has a ORDER BY clause, but also when it has a GROUP BY clause but 
definess any aggregate expressions. In those cases, any additional ORDER BY columns 
thatt are not in the GROUP BY, are appended to the column list of the sor t node. 

Inn order to sort a relation on one column BAT [void,any], a tail-sorted version of this 
iss produced by order. The resulting BAT[oid,any] with oid-s appearing out of order in 
thee head we call the global ordering BAT. This global ordering BAT is mark.reversed 
too produce the desired pivot BAT [void, oid] which relates tuples in the new order to 
tupless in the old order. 

Thee case of multi-column orderings is an extension of the computation of single-
columnn orderings. After creating the single-column global ordering BAT on the first 
ORDERR BY column with the unary order, the remaining ORDER BY columns are processed 
iterativelyy with binary order operations, to refine this global ordering, with the previ
ouss global ordering BAT as first and the ORDER BY column-BAT as second parameter. 

Ass described in Section 5.3.5, the binary order is in fact just a MIL-procedure, that 
markss the global ordering BAT on both sides, creating PIVOT and GROUPING BATs, that 
havee a new void head and contain respectively the tuples oid s and the order values 
inn their tail. The additional ORDER BY column is then provided with these new dense 
headd oid-s, by joining it with the pivot. As such, the CTorder can walk sequentially 
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MIL-pro c c 
order(b,a) order(b,a) 
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seee radix-accelerato r  {chapte r  6 ) 

Figuree 7.9: Cache-Conscious Multi-Column Sort 

throughh all its three BAT parameters. Per existing group, it Quick-Sorts the oid-s and 
neww ORDER BY column values in order to emit the refined global ordering BAT. 

Thesee details of the tertiary CTorder (see Section 5.3.5) are depicted in Figure 7.9, also 
includingg the cluster-decluster implementation of the join between PIVOT and the ORDER 
BYY column (used automatically thanks to the radix-accelerator, see Section 6.5.2). This 
implementationn of multi-column ORDER BY thus is decomposed in basic MIL operators 
thatt all have cache-friendly access pattern: the possibly costly reordering of each ORDER 
BYY is eased by cluster-decluster, whereas the refinement sorting uses the cache-friendly 
Quick-Sortt on sub-chunks of the global ordering BAT (which are much smaller than 
thee total relation and often directly fit the memory cache). 

Onee potential problem in MIL is that most of its operators are set- or bag-defined and 
thuss guarantee nothing about ordering. This is also the case with the multi-join map, 
off which we use [printf] to print result tables. In principle, the issue of presenting 
resultss in the correct order is considered a front-end issue. Therefore, for queries with 
ORDERR BY we add an additional first index column to print by [pr intf ] , which contains 
thee row number. The row number is a unique integer with minimal value 0 - for the 
tuplee that has to come first - and maximal value TV — 1 - for the tuple that has to 
comee last - where N is the number of tuples in the result). In practice, re-sorting 
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thee printed result is not necessary, as the MIL implementation of the multi-join map 
wheree all BAT-parameters have a void column, will output tuples in the order of the 
denselyy ascending oid-s. 

7.3.66 Aggregate 

Relationall aggrega te nodes are introduced whenever the SQL query contains a GROUP 
BYY clause with aggregate functions in the project list, or if the SELECT DISTINCT keyword 
iss used. In the latter case, all SQL projection columns appear both as GROUP BY columns 
andd in the projections (in that case there are no "real" aggregates - the algorithm is 
thee same, though). 

Aggregatess are computed by first creating a so-called grouping-BAT [void, oid] where 
thee tail values divide all oid-s into a number of disjunct groups. With that grouping-
BAT,, the MIL pump construct {f}(EXTENT, GROUPING, COLUMN) can compute aggregate 
expressions.. COLUMN is a column-BAT[void,any] holding a column or expression on 
thee child relation, and EXTENT is a BAT [void, any: :1] with the new table oid-s in the 
headd and in the tail the unique collection of group values (from the tail of GROUPING 
BAT[void,oid]). . 

Wee mentioned that an aggrega te algebra node cannot be passed by projections to 
fetchh column values deeper in the tree (therefore, it is the only algebra node that does 
nott need to construct a pivot). All available columns are the scope expressions which 
mustt have an aggregate functor in their root. The only non-aggregate expressions al
lowedd in this scope clause are the GROUP BY expressions themselves (the first parameter 
off the aggrega te node). 

Theree are two algorithms to compute the pivot from a set of GROUP BY expressions, 
availablee initially as column BAT [void, any] and are produced by the basic projection 
algorithm.. The first pivot algorithm uses a successive execution of the MIL group 
operatorss on the GROUP BY column BATs, first the unary group on the first BAT, then 
binaryy group-s with the result of the previous group as first parameter and the next 
columnn BAT as second parameter. The final result of this process is the desired 
BATT [void, oid]. Notice that the group has the special property that the group-oid-s 
thatt it puts in the tail column, are taken from the collection of head values from 
thee group members. Choosing the oid-s in this way, rather than e.g. assigning new 
unrelatedd numbers, makes it easy to project the GROUP BY expressions into the result of 
thee agg rega t e node: they are simply computed by joining the extent BAT [void, oid] 
withh the GROUP BY expression column BAT [void, any]. 

Thee second pivot algorithm uses the code generation for sor t algebra nodes to com
putee a global ordering BAT [oid, oid] from the GROUP BY expressions as if they were ORDER 
BYY expression. Using mark-s, on both sides the earlier described PIVOT and GROUPING 
aree computed. The latter BAT [void, any] is used as grouping-BAT when aggregates 
aree computed with the MIL pump (the second parameter). The column-BATs passed 
ass third parameter to the pump are formed by joining the PIVOT with the projected 
column-BATs.. Finally, as the tail-values of GROUPING are newly numbered, they cannot 
bee used directly for projecting through the GROUP BY expressions. We therefore com
putee an additional map-BAT[void,oid] with {min}(EXTENT, GROUPING, PIVOT) that can 
bee used for joining against the column-BATs holding the GROUP BY expressions. 

Thee first pivot creation algorithm uses the MIL group operator which is implemented 
internallyy using simple and fast hash-grouping. The second algorithm uses the order 
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operator,, which is based on repeated chunk-wise Quick-Sort. As a general rule, the 
firstt algorithm will be much faster as long as the number of groups is limited (i.e. as 
longg as the hash table fits the memory cache). The second algorithm has a memory 
accesss pattern that is cache-friendly, even with a huge amount of groups15 and therefore 
outperformss the first in such cases. 

AA typical case where many different groups are expected is when the aggregate node 
wass generated for a SELECT DISTINCT SQL query. In other cases, statistics kept in the 
dataa dictionary, such as histograms of attribute distributions could be used to estimate 
thee number of different groups for a GROUP BY expression in order to choose between 
thee two pivot generation algorithms. Dynamic query optimization is an attractive 
alternative,, though, as it comes as no additional cost in MI L  and does not depend 
onn modeling or estimation, but on the actual value distributions. Here, one would 
passs an extra integer parameter to the MIL group-s, that holds maximum memory 
consumptionn for the hash-table used while grouping. A good value for this would 
bee like half the size of the most costly cache, as determined by the Calibrator (see 
Sectionss 6.3.3). If this version of the group encounters too many different groups, it 
justt quits and returns bat (n i l ) 1 6 . So, after the group-s, the generated code would have 
thee form: 

groupin gg : = group(coll ,  CACHE.SIZE/2}.access(BAT.WRITE) ; 
groupin gg : = :group=(grouping ,  col2 ,  CACHE_SIZE/2) ; 

groupin gg : = :group=(grouping ,  colN ,  CACHE.SIZE/2) ; 

i ff  (isnil(grouping) )  { 
..cod ee generate d b y sort-base d aggregat e pivotin g . . 
}}  els e { 
..res tt  o f  cod e generate d b y group-base d aggregat e pivotin g . . 
} } 
. ..  processin g continue s wit h th e projection s o f  th e aggregatio n nod e . . 

Heree we use the : f=(x , . . ) MIL assignment notation, which is a shorthand for x : = 
ff ( x , . . ) , because there is a specific implementation of :group=(b) that places its results 
directlyy in the input-BAT b, hence optimizes (cache) memory usage. 

Notee that if the (sort-based) pivot generation is used and the relation node above 
thee aggregate node is a sort and its ORDER BY columns are a subset of the GROUP BY 
columns,, then the aggregate result is already properly sorted, so that no code needs 
too be generated anymore for the subsequent sort. 

7.3.77 Generating MIL For TPC-H Query 9 

Wee now do a right-depth-first traversal of the query tree in Figures 7.8 and 7.7, showing 
whichh code is generated. In the rightmost operator of thee algebra tree there is a simple 
selectt that is executed with a multi-join map [ l ike] . Thus, for relation R6, we compute 
ass pivot v02. 

vOOO := [like](C_PART_COLOR, "'/.green'/,"); 
vOll := vOO.select(true); 
v022 :*= vOl.mark.reverse; 

15Thiss cache-friendliness includes the use of the radix-cluster/decluster join strategy for joining 
columnn BATs with the partial ordering, as discussed at the end of the last Subsection. 

16Thee binary group (b,v) also returns bat ( n i l ) if i s n i l (b) 
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Thee join between R1=LINEITEM and R0=PART on their PARTKEY columns is accelerated by 
aa join index (simply denote here "tl-tO"). As the join in R6 is not a base table join 
(thee PART appears below a select), we must join the pivot of relation between relations 
R7-R00 (v02) with the join index R0-R1. As we come from the side of PART and the join 
indexx is stored in LINEITEM, we use the inverted list version of the join index for faster 
access.. Therefore, code for taking into account updates in D- and I-BATs is included. 

Givenn the fact that the rest of the query only projects columns from the LINEITEM 
side,, we can follow a (c,u) projection strategy (as mentioned in Section 6.5.3) thus 
clusteringg the join result on some H most significant bits. 

Thee join result R6-R1 stored in v03 represents the relation R7. Using mark-s on v03 we 
obtainn the pivot between relations R7-R6 in v04 and the pivot between relations R7-R1 
inn v05. 

v033 : = v02.join(S_LINEITEM_=[PARTKEY$PARTKEY_PART].reverse).access(BAT_WRITE) ; 
v02.insert(v02.join(I_LINEITEM_=[PARTKEY$PARTKEY_PART].reverse)) ; ; 
v02.delete(v02.join(D_LINEITEM_=[PARTKEYtPARTKEY.PART].reverse)) ; ; 

v033 : = v03.sql_joincluster{v02.count ,  0 ,  0 , 
S_LINEITEM_=[PARTKEY$PARTKEY_PART].count ,,  2 ,  4) ; 

v044 :  =  v03.reverse.mark.reverse ; 
v055 : •  v03.mark.reverse ; 

Thee sql_j0 incluster in this case partially clusters the join result on LINEITEM, as there 
aree only projections from that side. Notice that R7 in fact references three columns 
fromm R1=LINEITEM (to be exact Tl.SUPPKEY, Tl.PARTKEY, and T1.0RDERKEY), but these 
expressionss do not count as they appear in join-expressions that are handled with join 
indices.. However, each use of a join index counts as one oid column projection, hence 
wee have two column projections of C-BATs with byte-width 4. 

Whatt follows now are a four joins with ORDER, PARTSUPP, SUPPLIER, and NATION of which 
alll but the latter can all be handled with join indices. As these are all exactly-one 
joins,, everything happens in the context of column projections inside relation R7. 

Columnn projections are performed by lazy evaluation, which starts when a column 
iss referenced in an expression. This first happens when evaluating the scope list 
off the result of the ORDER join, where the year is computed from the R2. ORDERDATE. 
Thus,, we take the pivot R7-R1 and join it with the join-index between R1=LINEITEM 
andd R2=0RDER. The order mentioned in the j o i n l code generation algorithm is free 
here,, as we join into a BAT[void,oid] join-index (it is a C-BAT), hence the result 
iss another BAT [void,oid] (as mentioned before, a void column in the left operand is 
propagatedd by the Positional-Join). The basic projection algorithm then continues to 
producee a column with date tails in v07, and the basic expression algorithm computes 
aa column-BAT[void,int] with extracted years. 

v066 : = v05.join(C_LINEITEM_-[ORDERKEY$0RDER_ORDERKEY]).order ; 
v077 : = v06.join(C_0RDER_0RDERDATE) ; 
v088 : = [year]<v07) ; 

Wee then proceed to execute the three remaining joins of relation R7 in order of ap
pearance.. The joins with R3=PARTSUPP and R4=SUPPLIER are accelerated by join indices 
LINEITEM-PARTSUPPP ("R1-R3") and PARTSUPP-SUPPLIER ("R3-R4"). In order to project 
thee NATIONKEY column from R4 a pivot R7-R4 is constructed by taking R7-tl and joining 
throughh the join indices R1-R3 and R3-R4 in viO. The join with NATION is executed with
outt join index in vl2. As this also is an exactly-once join, re-pivoting is not necessary, 
andd all this still happens in the context of projecting columns for relation R7. 
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v099 : = v05.join(C_LINEITEM_and[=[PARTKEY$PARTSUPP_PARTKEY] , 
=[SUPPKEY$PARTSUPP_SUPPKEY]]).order ; ; 

vl OO : = v09.join(C_PARTSUPP=[SUPPKEY$SUPPLIER_SUPPKEY]).order ; 
vl ll  : = vlO.joinCC.SUPPLIERJJATIONKEY) ; 
vl 22 := •  vll.join(C_NATION_NATIONXEY.reverse) ; 
vl 33 : = vl2.join(C_NATI0N_NAHE) ; 

Whatt follows are projections for expressions from the aggregate expressions of relation 
R8.. Here we use the multi-join map-overwrite [:f=] whenever a map result has the 
samee signature as its first parameter and this first parameter is not used further on. 
Thee advantage of this overwrite is that less memory is consumed and hot cache lines 
aree better re-used. The disadvantages is that the generated code gets bit cluttered 
withh access calls in order to make the BATs updatable. 

vl4 vl4 
vl 5 5 
vl 6 6 
vl 7 7 
vl 8 8 
vl 9 9 
v2 0 0 
v21 1 
v2 2 2 

== v05.join(C_LINEITEM_QUANTITY) ; 
== [dbl](vl4) ;  #  enumeratio n vie w 
== VlO.join(C_PARTSUPP_SUPPPLYCOST).access(BAT.WRITE) ; 
== [:*=0(vl6,15) ; 

== v05.join(C.LINEITEH_DISC0UNT); 
== [ - ] ( d b l ( D , v l 8 ) ; # enumera t ion view 
== v05.join(C_LIHEIT£M_EXTENDEDPRICE).access(BAT.WRITE); 
== [ : *= ] {v20 , v l 9 ) ; 
== [ : -=](v21,v l7) .access(BAT_READ); 

Ass we used enumeration-types in some C-BATs storing the LINEITEM table, the projec
tionn joins return a BAT [void, enuml [dbl]] in vl4 and vl8. The single-BAT multi-join 
mapss in vl5 and vl9 then fall into the enumeration-view implementation, which is virtu
allyy free, because it only processes the enumeration mapping-BAT (see Section 5.3.2). 

Thee evaluation of R8 continues with generating the "GROUPING"-BAT in v24 with two 
successivee group-s. The unique group oid-s are collected in v25, and mark-ed in v26 
too form the extent. The GROUP BY columns (year and name) are projected using this 
extentt in v28 and v27. This amount aggregate is finally computed with a MIL pump 
inn v29. 

v23 3 
v24 v24 
v25 5 
v26 6 
v2 7 7 
v2 8 8 
v29 9 

== group(vl3).access(BAT\_WRITE) ; 
== :group=(v23 ,  v08) ; 
== v24.reverse.mirror•unique.mark.reverse ; 
== {min}(v25,v24,v24.mirror) ; 
== v26.join(vl3) ; 
== v26.join(v08) ; 

== {sumKv25,v24,v22) ; 

Thee amount of tuples in R8 is small, hence the execution cost of the rest of the MIL 
codee is insignificant. What we have here is a two-column ORDER BY. Notice that the 
binaryy order in v31 is a MIL procedure that uses the tertiary order implementation 
thatt includes the custer-decluster strategy, as depicted in Figure 7.9. The result is the 
finalfinal global ordering BAT, which is mark-ed to create the pivot in v32. 

Thee statements v33-v35 are Positional-Joins that project the final three columns, 
whichh are subsequently printed using a multijoin map. 

v3 00 : = order(v27) ; 
v311 : = order(v30 ,  v28) ; 
v322 : = v31.mark.reverse ; 
v3 33 : = v32.join(v26) ; 
v3 44 : = v32.join(v27) ; 
v355 : = v32.join(v28) ; 
[printf ]]  ('"/ .  9 d '/ .  30 s '/ .  12 d 1 5.2f\n" ,  v32.mirror ,  v33 ,  v34 ,  v35 )  ; 

Wee now also show the code generated for the alternative agg rega t e pivot creation 
algorithm,, which is sort-based. In the case of the TPC-H data distribution, this 
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algorithmm will be more costly than the one showed before, as the number of groups in 
forr a GROUP BY NATION .COLUMN is limited (tens of tuples). 

Statementss v23-v26 are mostly identical to v30-v32 from the other query plan. In 
v277 the "GROUPING"-BAT is computed, in v29 the extent and in v30 the map-BAT. 

v23 3 
v24 4 
v2S S 
v26 6 
v27 7 
v28 8 
v29 9 
v30 0 
v31 1 
v32 2 
v33 3 

= = 
= = 
= = 
--
--
« « 
« « 
--
» » 
« « 
--

order(vl3) ; ; 
order(v23 ,,  v08) ; 
v24.mark.reverse ; ; 
v25.join(v22) ; ; 
v24.reverse.mark.reverse ; ; 
v24 ..  revers e .mirror .  unique ; 
v28 ..  mark .  reverse ; 
{min}(v29,v27,v25) ; ; 
v30.join(vl3) ; ; 
v30.join(v08) ; ; 
{sumHv32 ,,  v27 ,  v26 )  ; 

[printi](" XX 9 d % 30 s X  12 d X  5.2f\n" ,  v30.mirror ,  v31 ,  v32 ,  v33) ; 

Ass the ORDER BY columns of the subsequent order  node are equal to the GROUP BY 
columnss of the aggregate node, the result of relation R8 in BATs v31-33 is already 
properlyy ordered such that no specific order  code needs to be emitted for R9. 

7.44 Transaction Management 

Thee simplest transaction system based on MIL would use a global read-counter pro
tectedd by a short-term lock, and a write-lock. The read-counter serves to count the 
numberr of executing read-transactions, where the first concurrent reader acquires the 
write-lock,, and the last to finish releases it. Write-transactions acquire this write-lock, 
modifyy the C-, I- and D-BATs according to the scheme in Figure 7.5 and use the global 
committ to atomically commit all changed BATs before releasing the write-lock again. 

Thiss simple scheme, however, is inefficient because: 

•• write-transactions are costly, as saving each modified BAT at least costs two 
I/Oss (one BAT descriptor, one heap). 

•• there is no concurrency at all between write-transactions, even if they obviously 
readd and modify independent data. 

•• write-transactions seriously impair the performance of read-queries due to the 
coarsee locking protocol. 

Inn this Section, we outline a more efficient transaction system with ACID proper
tiess [GR91] implemented purely in MIL, that uses a two-level locking protocol, exploits 
virtuall memory techniques for Isolation at low resource cost, and achieves Atomicity 
andd Durability with write ahead logging [Dav73] and uses BATs to implement dif-
ferentialferential files [SL76], Its aim is to provide highly concurrent write-transactions in 
combinationn with high performance read-only query execution on a nearly up-to-date 
databasee version. Figure 7.10 shows the extensions to the data dictionary from Fig
uree 7.3 that are made in order to facilitate this transaction system. In the following, 
wee describe how it provides ACID properties. First, we cover the features needed for 
consistencyy and isolation, then those needed for atomicity and durability. 
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clas ss  DatabaseVersio n { 
relatio nn Set<ReadTable > readTable s invers e ReadTable::version ; 
relatio nn Set<WriteTable > writeTable s invers e WriteTable::version ; 
loc kk  commitLock ; 
intege rr  transId ; 

} } 

clas ss  ReadTable:Tabl e { 
relatio nn DatabaseVersio n versio n invers e DatabaseVersion::readTables ; 

} } 

clas ss  WriteTable:Tabl e { 
relatio nn DatabaseVersio n versio n invers e DatabaseVersion::writeTables ; 
loc kk  readLock ,  writeLock ; 
intege rr  nReaders ; 
BATT r_bat ;  / /  [oid,trans ]  combination s fo r  read-locke d tuple s 
BATT w  bat ;  / /  [oid,trans ]  combination s fo r  write-locke d tuple s 

} } 

clas ss  ReadCo1umn:Colum n { 
loc kk  refCntLock ; 
intege rr  refCnt ; 

} } 

clas ss  WriteColumn:Colum n { 
loc kk  columnLock ; 
BATT i_bat ;  / /  delta s sinc e las t  syn c (inserts ) 
BATT d^bat ;  / /  delta s sinc e las t  syn c (deletes ) 

} } 

clas ss  Transactio n { 
relatio nn Set<Transaction > waitsFo r  invers e Transaction::waitsOn ; 
relatio nn Set<Transaction > waitsO n invers e Transaction::waitsFor ; 
loc kk  barrier ; 
Set<WriteColumn >> modifications ;  / /  privat e no t  ye t  committe d colum n delta s 
BATT h_bat ;  / /  [table,oid ]  delete d tuple s i n thi s transaction . 
BATT n_bat ;  / /  [table,oid ]  inserte d tuple s i n thi s transactio n 

> > 

Figuree 7.10: Data Dictionary Extensions for Transaction Management 

7.4.11 Consistency and Isolation 

Consistencyy is achieved by a simple two-level locking protocol. Isolation is provided 
byy making sure that a transaction does not make changes to those parts of BATs that 
mayy be accessed by other concurrent transactions. 

Support in gg Mult ip l e Database Versions 

Insteadd of the database being the collection of all tables, another level of abstraction is 
addedd by the "database version". The database hence stores a collection of all database 
versions.. Such a database version in principle contains a copy of all tables, columns, 
keys,, indices, etc. The principle motivation behind this is that there is one database 
versionn the one with the highest transaction ID - that is the most fresh "wrRe
version"" of the database. All modification queries must run against this database 
versionn and follow the transaction mechanism in order to acquire ACID properties. 
Then,, there is one "read-version" that is kept up-to-date with the write-version at 
regularr (small) time intervals. Read-only queries thus have the possibility to bypass all 
transactionn overhead and run with full concurrency (i.e. without any locking) against 
thiss slightly older version of the database. 

Thee fact that multiple versions of the same database exist, means that each database 
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versionn references its own C-, S-, I-, D-, M- and H-BATs in the Monet back-end. 
Thee inverted list structures can in fact be shared between read- and write-version, 
soo only the H- and C-BATs are duplicated between the two database versions. To 
distinguishh between those, we write H r-BAT and C r-BAT for those referenced by the 
read-versionn and H^-BAT and CW-BAT for those referenced by the write-version. Most 
off the duplication is between the C r- and C„,-BATs as these are voluminous, but by 
exploitingg OS virtual memory primitives {mmap with the MAP .PRIVATE flag) the memory 
andd disk consumption of this duplication is reduced to only those virtual memory 
pagess where the Cw-BATs actually differ from their C r-BAT counterparts. 

Oncee in a while, a new read-version is created by propagating the current write-
versionn to it. This happens in the background on a private copy, so read-queries need 
neverr be interrupted. When the old read-version is replaced by the new read-version, 
thee old read-version is scheduled for deletion by setting its transaction ID to n i l . Its 
BAT-resourcess are deleted as soon as the last still running read-queries that use them 
havee finished. 

Inn the data dictionary, the write-version of the database only contains references to 
"write-tables",, whereas the database read-version(s) only refer to "read-tables". A 
write-tablee is different from a read-table in that it contains structures for the locking 
protocol.. Similarly, "read-columns" are only referred to by read-tables and "write-
columns"" are only referred to by write-tables. Write-columns reference an 1 ,̂- and 
D^-BATT that holds updates to the column that have happened in the write database 
versionn since the read-version. In the case of columns with an inverted list, the Iw-
andd Dw-BATs are supersets of the I- and D-BATs of the inverted list (we use the 
samee virtual memory page sharing technique as in the Cw- and C r-BATs to minimize 
resourcee consumption). 

Thee full BAT data structures of the transaction system are shown in Figure 7.11. 

AA Simple Locking P ro t o co l 

Read-columnss add a reference-count and a lock to protect it, to support the garbage 
collectionn mechanism for old read-versions. The idea here is that each read-only query 
increasess the reference count of the database colums it is going to use, before starting 
queryy execution. When a read-only query finishes using a table column for the last 
time,, it decreases the reference count of its column locks. When a column reference 
countt reaches zero and the database version is to be deleted (it has a n i l transaction 
ID),, the column is deleted. If it was the last column, the old database version itself is 
deleted. . 

Explicitt locks on the MIL level are introduced by a simple extension module: 

MODULEE lock ; 

ATOMM lock ; 

OPERATORR create.lock O :  lock ; 
OPERATORR destroy_lock(lock ) 
OPERATORR set.lock(lock ) 
OPERATORR unset.lock(lock ) 
OPERATORR try_lock(lock )  :  bi t 

..semaphore ss  etc. . 

ENDD lock ; 
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Figuree 7.11: BAT Data Structures Of the Transaction System 

Thee idea here is that the data dictionary and other data structures are stored in 
BATss and MIL variables in the running Monet server, the entire transaction system 
iss programmed out in MIL. We describe here a simple two-level locking protocol: a 
table-levell read-write lock (where multiple readers or a single writer are allowed). For 
aa certain class of queries, i.e., those that have (at least) an equi-select condition on one 
tablee key, or (at least) a foreign-key equi-join condition on each base relation17, we lock 
onn the level of tuples (allowing multiple tuple readers or a single writer). Multiple such 
tuple-levell locked transactions can run at the same time. A transaction can run as 
longg as its locks do not conflict with those of already running transactions. Tuple-level 
read-lockss conflict with the table-level write-lock, and tuple-level write-locks conflict 
withh both read- and write-lock on the table level. 

Too implement this scheme, write-tables have a read/write lock (implemented in Fig
uree 7.10 as a nReaders counter protected by a read-lock, and an exclusive write-lock that 
iss set by update transactions or by the first reader (and released by the last reader). For 

1 '' In such queries, it is easy to establish which tuples part icipate, hence classical problems like 
"ghostt records" and complex solutions like "predicate-locks" do not play a role. 
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tuple-levell locking, two BATs called the R-BAT and W-BAT store oid-s of tuples that 
aree read-locked and write-locked, respectively. Concurrent updates to these BATs are 
protectedd by the (short-term) read-lock. Also, there is a waitsFor/vaitsOn dependency 
graphh between transactions for implementing locking and deadlock detection. 

Noticee that a transaction consists of one or more queries. Each query can be either 
aa read-only (SELECT. .FROM. .WHERE) or a modification query (i.e. DELETE, UPDATE, or 
INSERT).. The level of transaction locking (tuple or table) is re-evaluated for each newly 
arrivingg query in the transaction, but can only escalate from tuple- into table-locking 
(nott the other way around). Locks acquired by a query in a transaction are only 
releasedd after the transaction has finished (i.e. committed or aborted). 

AA running transaction directly updates the H-, C-, I- and D-BATs as depicted in 
Figuree 7.5. To be precise, it updates the Hf-, C^-, 1̂ - and D t-BATs. The latter 
twoo are private delta BATs found in a write-column object. Such objects are created 
on-the-flyy for a transaction as it modifies a column. Consequently, when transaction 
queriess use an inverted list and it has modified that column already, it must use the 
unionn (It_TAB_COL, Iw_TAB_COL) and union (Dt_TAB_C0L, Dw.TAB_C0L) where otherwise the 
I-- and D-BAT had been used. The Ht-BAT is a private version of the H-BAT that 
holdss the oid-s of those tuples that have been deleted by the transaction. In fact, all 
tuplee deletes from all tables are recorded in the same H t-BAT, the tail holding the 
tablee name. Similarly, each transaction maintains a N t-BAT that holds all oid-s of 
neww tuples (the tuples the transaction intends to insert). 

Forr handling a query, that is part of some transaction protected with tuple-level 
locking,, we run the query first in "optimistic" mode without carrying out any updates, 
justt collecting from it the "read-set" and "write-set" of tuples (i.e. those tuples from 
basee tables that have been read, and those that are about to be deleted or modified). 
Thiss is called the "read-part" of the query. The BATs holding the resulting read- and 
write-setss are intersect-ed with the R- and W-BATs of their respective write-tables 
(thuss MIL also proves itself useful for implementing the locking protocol). If there are 
transactionss (the "dependents") that already hold conflicting locks, a vertex from the 
executingg transaction to each of those other transactions is created. After creating 
thee vertices, a cycle-detection on the transaction graph is run to detect deadlocks, in 
whichh case the new transaction is aborted. A transaction with dependents blocks on 
itss lock, only to be unlocked by the last dependent that finishes executing and removes 
itss locks from the R- and W-BATs and removes its incoming dependency vertices. 
Oncee unlocked, the blocked transaction tries again to run the query in optimistic 
mode,, which repeats until this yields no conflicts. If no locking-conflicts arise, the 
read-sett and write-set of the transaction are added to the R- and W-BATs and the 
secondd "write-part" of the query is executed which uses MIL update statements to 
makee modifications in the write-version of the database. 

Inn the following, we describe in more detail how this works for the various kinds of 
modificationn queries. 

DELET E E 

Startss with a relational algebra tree that represents a query with a result that exactly 
formss a unique key on the table where deletes must be done. The semantics of such a 
deletee query is that the tuples identified by the retrieved key values are deleted. We 
addd a join to the base table between the base table and this query result, that retrieves 
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thee values of all columns of the tuples that are to be deleted: 

r e l a tt  ion(DELETE , scope C[X.KEY] , . .XYZ.. ) 

relation(DELETE , , 
scope( [base . tab le .C0L1,, . . , base. tab le .COLn], 

jo in l (=(base_tab le .KEY,, X.KEY) , 
r e l a t i o n ( b a s e _ t a b l e,, s c o p e ( [ ], table(TABLE))) , 
scope([X.KEY]),, . . X Y Z . . ) ) ) ) 

Afterr executing this query in MIL, there will be a PIVOT between DELETE and base _table. 
Also,, for all columns in the scope list, there will be a column-BAT [void, any] holding 
alll column values that are about to be deleted. These query results are used as follows 
forr performing the deletes: 

delete ss  : = PIVOT.reverse ; 
Hw_TABLE.insert(deletes.mark(nil)) ; ; 

## fo r  eac h column-BAT[void,any ]  COLi  ( 1 < = i  < = n )  i n DELETE 
Dt_TABLE_C0Li.insert(deletes.join(C_DELETE_COLi ) ) 
Cw_TABLE_C0Li.replace(deletes.projec tt  (nil)) ;  #  i s omitte d i n leav e as-is-polic y 

Thiss adds the oid-s of all deleted tuples to the H„,-BAT, and for each column inserts 
alll deleted column values to the D<-BATs. For columns with nil-replacement policy, 
alll tail values of deleted tuples are replaced by n i l in bulk. 

INSERT T 

Wee assume an arbitrarily complex relational algebra tree that defines a result table. 
Itss tuples need to be inserted in a base table, where columns are simply matched on 
namee (omitting columns to be filled with NULL values). 

relat ion(INSERT ,, scope([Y.C0Ll Z.COLn)] , . . Y Z . . ) 

Thiss yields column-BAT [void, any] s for each column in the table (for columns omitted 
inn the scope of the INSERT we use C0L1. project (ni l ) ) . 

set_lock(LOCK_TABLE) ; ; 
i n s e r t ss := C_INSERT_COLl.mark ; 

fill ss  : *  inserts.join(Ho.TABLE.COLUMN.mark.reverse) ; 
append ss  : -  inserts.mirror.diff(fills.mirror).mark(Cw_TABLE_CDLl.count) ; 

## remov e hole s tha t  ar e fille d u p no w 
Hw.TABLE.COLUMN.delete(fills.reverse.mark(ni1)) ; ; 

unset_lock(LOCK_TABLE) ; ; 

## ad d newl y inserte d tuple s t o th e Nt-BA T 
Nt_TABLE_COLi.insert(col.fills.reverse.pro jj  ect("TABLE")) ; 
Nt_TABLE_COLi.insert(col.appends.reverse.pro jj  ect("TABLE "  )) ; 

## fo r  eac h column-BAT[void,any ]  COLi  ( 1 < » i  < -  n )  i n INSER T 
col_fill ss  : « fills.reverse.join(C_INSERT_COLi) ; 
col_append ss  :« = appends.reverse.join(C_INSERT_COLi) ; 

set_lock(LOCK_TABLE_COL) ; ; 
Cw.TABLE.COLi.replace(col.fills) ; ; 

Cv.TABLE.COLi.insert(col.appends) ; ; 
unset.lock(L0CK_TABLE_C0L) ; ; 

It_TABLE_COLi.inser tt  (col.fills) ; 
It.TABLE.COLi.insert(col.appends) ; ; 
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Inn the above code, we first couple oid-s of the ins .query result table with new oids in 
thee target base table. Two BAT[oid,oid]-s are constructed, one called f i l l s , filling in 
holess in the base table, and the result of the inserts ends up in appends, appended at 
thee end of the C-BATs of the base table. The holes are then deleted from the H^-BAT 
off the base table, and for each table column the inserts that go into holes are processed 
withh bulk-replace-s in C-BATs, and the appends with bulk-insert-s. Both changes 
aree also appended to the I(-BATs. 

Noticee that inserts use the MIL set_lock() and unset _lock() primitives to manipulate 
thee locks referred to by the data dictionary: the short-term table lock is required when 
determiningg the oid-s for the new tuples. For each write-column, the column-lock must 
bee held for serializing the column-BAT inserts (we assume that each transaction inserts 
intoo the table columns in the same order). 

U P D A T E E 

Likee in the case of delete, we assume an arbitrarily complex relational algebra tree that 
definess a result table that forms a unique key the base table, but also contains the new 
valuess of all columns that are updated. This relational algebra query is rewritten into 
aa join back to the 

relation(UPDATE ,,  scope([X.KEY ,  Y.EXPR1 ,  .. .  Z.EXPRn] ,  ..XYZ.. ) 

relationCUPDATE , , 
scope([base_table.C0L1 ,,  . .  base.table.COLn ,  X.EXPR1 ,  .. ,  Y.EXPR n 

joinl(«(base_table.KEY ,,  X.KEY) , 
relation(base_table ,,  scope([] ,  table(TABLE))) , 
scope([X.KEY ,,  Y.EXPR1 ,  .. .  Z.EXPRn]) ,  ..XYZ..))) ) 

Thiss creates a PIVOT to the base table, as well as column-BATs that hold for all 
columnss the old values as well as the new ones. This translates in the following MIL: 

## fo r  eac h column-BAT[void,any ]  COLi  ( 1 < « i  < » n )  i n UPDATE 
Dt_TABLE_COLi ..  insert(PIVOT.reverse. j  oin(C_UPPDATE_COLi)) ; 
newval ss  : = PIVOT.reverse.join(C_UPDATE_EXPRi) ; 
It_TABLE_COLi.insert(newvals) ; ; 
Cw_TABLE_COLi..  replac e (newals ) 

Forr all modification queries, the read-set of a modification is formed by taking the 
taill column of all pivots to the base tables. In addition to that, for all columns that 
formm a foreign key and that are used in the query, those oid-s reachable by joining the 
pivott with the foreign-key column are part of the read-set of the tables to which the 
foreignn keys refer. The write-sets are the head columns of the MIL variables deletes, 
f i l l ss and newvals from the descriptions above. 

7.4.22 Atomicity and Durability 

Atomicityy is achieved by a commit mechanism that either writes all changes made by 
aa transaction to a persistent medium (in case of commit) or none (abort). Durability 
iss provided by a crash-recovery mechanism that ensures that all changes, and only 
thosee changes, made by committed transactions are present when the database gets 
backk on-line. A central component in achieving both is a Write Ahead Logging (WAL) 
mechanismm implemented in MIL on top of the file-I/O extension module, of which we 
showw the interface: 
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MODULEE io ; 

ATOMM fp ; 

OPERATORR fopen(st r  filename ,  st r  mode )  :  f p / /  ope n a  fil e fo r  read/writ e 

OPERATORR fclose(fp )  / /  clos e a n ope n fil e 
OPERATORR ftrunc(fp )  / /  truncate s a n ope n fil e a t  th e curren t  positio n 
OPERATORR ftell(fp )  :  in t  / /  return s th e curren t  fil e positio n 
OPERATORR fseek(fp ,  in t  pos )  :  bi t  / /  move s th e curren t  fil e positio n (ma y fail ) 
OPERATORR fflush(fp )  :  bi t  / /  flus h writes ;  return s succes s statu s 
OPERATORR fprintf(fp ,  str ,  ..any.. )  :  bi t 

..othe rr  standar d I/ O commands . . 

/ //  MI L marshallin g 
OPERATORR getValue(fp )  :  an y / /  rea d a  MI L valu e fro m th e strea m 
OPERATORR putValue(fp ,  any )  / /  writ e a  MI L valu e t o th e strea m 

ENDD io ; 

Thee module provides basic file I /O with limited MIL value marshalling functionality, 
ass the get Value () and putValueO manipulate token streams of MIL values. Such 
marshallingg can be done by first outputting the MIL atom type as an 32-bits integer, 
thee byte-length of the value as another 32-bits integer, followed by the bytes that 
makee up the value. As such, the MIL-value can easily be reconstructed when reading 
bytess from the stream. Simple values as int can be marshalled in this way, but also 
BB AT [any, any] -s.18 

Thee simple WAL structure writes into one sequential file, that contains a marshalled 
sequencee of values that adhere to the following regular expressions: 

WALL -  TRANSACTION* 
TRANSACTIONN =  H<BAT> N<BAT> TABLE.DELTA *  transactionID<int > 
TABLE.DELTAA -  tablename<str > COLUMN.DELTA* 

COLUMN.DELTAA -  columnname<str > KBAT > D<BAT> 

Thiss states that the WAL is a sequence of transaction-deltas, that each consist of a rib
andd N t-BAT, followed by a number of table-deltas and a transaction-ID. A table-delta 
consistss of a table-name followed by a number of column-deltas. A column-delta in its 
turnn consists of a column name and an It- and D t-BAT. Transactions in the WAL have 
denselyy ascending transaction-IDs. The transaction-ID serves as a validator in case the 
databasee might crash while writing the WAL. The presence of a correct transaction-ID 
determiness whether the last transaction in the WAL counts as committed or not. 

Commit t 

Whenn a transaction tries to commit, it must carry out the following steps: 

1.. grab the global database write-version lock. 

2.. write all its changes to the WAL. This determines whether the commit succeeds. 
AA failed WAL-write must truncate the WAL to its original position before en
teringg the abort sequence. Any of this or the following steps failing should stop 
thee database and enter the crash recovery algorithm. 

3.. increment the transaction ID in the database write version. 

18Marshallingg is a bit more complex as that the head and tail types must also be marshalled, and 
thee binary image of the BATs consists of all used areas of all its heaps plus the attached column 
properties.. Recursive BATs are not supported in this marshalling. 
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4.. release the global database write-version lock. 

5.. add all its column-deltas in the I t- and D t-BATs to the I,,,- and Dw-BATs of the 
databasee write-version. These MIL-insert-s are done while holding the column-
lockk of the respective write-columns. 

6.. add all oid-s of tuples it deletes to the respective Hw-BATs. These MIL Hw .TABLE 
.. inser t (Ht. select (tablename)) operations must be protected by holding the 
short-termm table-lock). 

7.. grab again the global database write-version lock. 

8.. remove all incoming waitsOn vertices in the transaction dependency graph, and 
wakee up any transactions for which that was the last dependency. 

9.. release the global database write-version lock. 

Noticee that the Hw-, Cw-, lw- and Dw-BATs are inserted into by committing trans
actions,, while other queries for transactions that are still ongoing read their stable 
elementss without locking.19 

Abor t t 

Inn case of an abort, all modifications of the transaction are undone by: 

## fo r  eac h tabl e wit h insert s o r  delete s 
delete ss  : -  Nt.select("TABLE").mark ; 
insert ss  : •  Ht.select("TABLE").mark ; 

set_lock(LOCK_TABLE) ; ; 
Hw_TABLE.insert(inserts) ; ; 
Hw_TABLE.delete(deletes) ; ; 
unset_lock(LOCK_TABLE) ; ; 

**  fo r  eac h modifie d TAB.CO L 
set_lock(LOCK_TABLE_COL) ; ; 
Cw_TAB_COL.replace(Dt_TAB_C0L) ; ; 
unset_lock(LOCK_TABLE_COL) ; ; 

Thee abort then continues with step 7 as in the commit sequence. 

Stabil izingg a New Read-Version 

Whenn creating a new stable version, new BAT disk images for all modified columns 
needd to be made. This is also the time when inverted list indices are reorganized once 
theirr I- and D-BATs get too big. Consequently, this process can take some time, so it 
wouldd be highly undesirable to take either the read- or the write-version off-line while 
thiss process lasts. 

19Inn order to make this fully safe, we ensure that no BAT-reallocation in the H«,-, Cw-, \w- and 
Du,-- takes place by reserving space for a large number of tuples when they are created (which is 
supportedd efficiently on the OS level by anonymous virtual memory with reserved pages that are 
committedd on demand), and by triggering any overflow that does occur by having all these BATs in 
accesss (BAT.UPDATE) mode, and testing the result status of all insert-s and replace-s. In these fail 
(duee to reallocation needs), the transaction lock level is escalated to prevent reads concurrent with a 
reallocation,, and the transaction commit is resumed at the inser t or delete that failed. The MIL 
proceduree that does this is omitted for brevity in the examples. 
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Takingg the read-version off-line is prevented by creating full new disk images indepen
dentlyy (in different disk files) from the current read-version. This is supported directly 
inn Monet using its management of persistent BATs with global commit. Thanks to 
thee read-column garbage collection mechanism, the switchover can be made instan
taneously,, without need to wait until all read-queries on the old read-version have 
finished. . 

Ass for the write-version, off-line time is minimized in the following scheme that 
consistss of three phases: 

in i t ia l iza t ionn First, we grab the global write-version lock and a table-level write-lock 
onn all modified tables. Then, we record all sizes of the 1^- and D^-BATs and 
makee a copy of the Hw-BATs into what we will call "Hn-BATs". We then read 
thee current transaction-ID, and release the global lock and all table-level write 
lockss again. 

r eo rgan iza t ionn One by one, we process all modified columns. This starts by making 
aa modifiable copy of the C r-BAT with copy(Cr_TAB„C0L) .access(BAT.WRITE) into 
whatt we call a 'Cn-BAT". As the C r-BAT is read-only and loaded virtual memory 
(i.e.. load(VM.N0RMAL) .access(BAT-READ)), Monet will use privately mapped into 
virtuall memory, meaning that the OS will never write modifications to the disk 
images,, rather create private temporary page copies of thee modified or appended 
pagess in the swap file 

Wee then apply all changes in the transaction subranges of the lw- and Dw-B ATs 
too this Cn-BAT by using Iw_TAB_C0L.slice(lo,hi) and Dw_TAB_COL.slice(lo,hi). 
Thee hi value is the size recorded in the initialization phase. The lo count (I-BAT) 
resp.. count(D-BAT)for columns with inverted list (0 otherwise), so we get only 
thosee column-deltas that were added since the last read-version was stabilized. 
Wee then make the Cn-BAT persistent under a new name (by e.g. prefixing all 
BATT names with the current transaction-ID). If the column has an inverted list, 
wee create an "I„-BAT" and "Dn-BAT" as slice(O.hi) of the Iw- and Dw-BATs 
andd make them persistent under a new name. However, if these Iw- and Dw-
BATss are too large, a new Sn-BAT is recreated by sorting the Cn-BAT and 
makingg it persistent under a new name. In that case, empty In- and Dn-BATs 
aree created. After processing all columns this way, and giving all new BATs 
modee access (BATjiEAD), a consistent new read-version has been stabilized, and it 
iss mapped into virtual memory with load(VMJJORMAL). Lastly, the transaction-ID 
off the new database version is set, and the transaction-ID of the old read-version 
iss changed into n i l . To make these changes and all new BAT-images permanent, 
thee BATs holding the data-dictionary are committed using the global commit. 
Fromm that moment on, new read-only queries use the new read-version, whereas 
thee old read-version will be garbage collected as soon as the last read-query 
executedd on it finishes. 

synchron iza t ionn We get back at the write-version and grabbing the table-level write-
lockss and the global lock again. Further updates are halted after acquiring 
thesee locks. In the meantime, possibly some transactions may already have 
committedd since the initialization phase. Thus we change all Iw- and D^-BATs 
XX into X. s l i ce (hi , X. count), where hi was the BAT-size recorded during the 
initializationn phase. Also, all C^-BATs are destroyed, and recreated from the 
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neww C r-BATs with copy (Cr_TAB_C0L). access (BAT .WRITE), again using privately 
mappedd virtual memory. These new Cw-BATs are then brought back up-to-date 
byy reapplying the just modified Iw- and Dw-BATs to them. After processing all 
columnss in this way, the global lock and all table-level locks are released. 

Noticee that modification queries are only halted during the short initialization and 
synchronizationn phases, while they can continue undisturbed during the lengthy reor
ganizationn phase. 

C r a shh Recovery 

Whenn the database starts up, the database write-version can be reconstructed by 
startingg out loading all Hw-, Cw-, Iw- and Dw-BATs from their H r , Cr-, I r- and 
D r-BATT disk images with copy (Cr.TAB.COL). access (BAT.WRITE) to obtain independent 
privatelyy mapped copies. For columns that do not have an inverted list, the lw- and 
D^-BATss are created empty. 

Then,, the WAL is scanned for the range of transactions with IDs larger than the 
transactionn ID of the stable database version. For each such transaction, the table- and 
column-deltass are read, de-marshalling the H t-, N t-, lt- and D t-BATs from the bytes 
inn the file, which are then used to re-do all modifications using the normal transaction 
committ protocol (except, of course, the writing to the WAL). After processing all 
committedd transactions in this way, the write-version of the database is brought on
linee again. 
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7.55 Conclusion 
Inn this chapter, we have shown that it is possible to build a full-fledged RDBMS on 
topp of Monet as a SQL-2 front-end that uses MIL for all its data management needs, 
includingg transaction processing. We have also outlined how the implementation in 
Monett achieves efficient performance for such a system. 

Concerningg data storage, we described how relational tables can be stored in BATs, 
inn such a way that efficient read- and write-access is possible. In this discussion, we 
alsoo included the use of two index structures: the inverted list and the join index. 
Here,, we provided a small I /O cost model, showing that for all queries but those 
thatt return a handful of tuples (i.e. OLTP queries), the exponential advantage that 
I /OO bandwidth gains over latency causes any non-clustered index structure to be 
uselesss regardless of its characteristics the problem being the projection phase that 
followss the selection phase in query processing. In contrast, the vertical fragmentation 
employedd in Monet attacks the real problem as it reduces projection costs, by allowing 
aa query to only access those columns that are actually used and compressing these 
columnss with enumeration types. 

Thee practical case used as an example throughout this chapter is the TPC-H bench
mark,, which nicely fits the Monet focus on query-intensive areas. As for overall storage 
costs,, the disk volume occupied by Monet including indices, tends to roughly equal 
thee nominal database size, which is considerable lower (at least a factor 2-5) than any 
knownn RDBMS implementations of TPC-H. 

Ass for query processing, we described full relational query translation into MIL, 
ratherr than just some canonical examples. This was formalized by defining standard 
butt powerful relational query algebra trees, and providing algorithms for generating 
(efficient)) MIL from them. 

Finally,, we described a transaction processing scheme built purely with MIL that pro
videss master-slave copies of the data, where the master is the "up-to-date" database 
image,, and the slave is a slightly old version that can be used for complex read-only 
queries.. As Monet will never be an OLTP champion due to its vertical fragmenta
tion,, such a mixed usage scenario is relevant as it is conceivable that one uses Monet 
forr strong OLAP performance, but also needs to accommodate updates. While all 
techniquess employed (differential files, master-slave copies, multi-level locking with 
deadlockk detection and write-ahead logging) have been known for decades, the novelty 
off this scheme lies in the Monet implementation that provides this functionality by 
relyingg on shared virtual memory rather than a buffer manager, and cleanly sepa
ratess transaction functionality from its query algebra, while in other DBMSs these are 
heavilyy intertwined. The advantage of the Monet approach is that its query algebra 
primitivess can be optimized more efficiently and analyzed more cleanly (e.g. on their 
memoryy cache behavior). The drawback that this places some burden on the MIL 
userr to invoke explicit locking primitives is insignificant as MIL is not intended as an 
end-userr language, but is typically generated by front-end systems. 


